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TMay 5 _'-'-__ , iJ:,_J
JEL/NASA GROUND TEST RADIATION DATA
This notice is an update re_arding the method of accessir_ the _,_'L/'NASA
electronic data bank (called RADATA), that is a.c,cessible on ei%,her of tHo J_..L
11/780 VAX computers. For those not familiar Wl%_ _2d3_t_, a Drlel Gescrlpr,[ .n
will be given:
The JPL/NASA electronic data bank called "RADATA" consists of JPL total-dose
and Sir41e Event Effects (SEE) ground based test data available for goverr_nent
and industry use. The data bank is accessible via the users personal comlmlter
and dial-up modem at no cost to the user. The data bank. is completely menu
driven and permit.s th.e .use.r.to peruse .nne r_ie o[ Icon_nts_vlew aar_._ anq
down load to their dlsK drlve lZ aeslre_, alSO, aa_a can De requ_,_ _-._u
received by U.S. postal mail.
To access RADATA _ use full duplex (the system uses auto baud rate detection
for speeds up to 9600 baud), 8 _pit format, 1 s_p blt and no pa?i}_; _IDer yc_a
have set pro_>col, use one of the [ol±owlng me_noos Do access _q_/961L%.
ACCESS AT Jl_:
I. Direct dial X4-4360 or access ILAN and connect to the "VLSI" or the
"DSFVAX".
2. Enter RADATA to the USERNAME: prompt and press RETURN/F/qTER.
A_ USING OFF-LAB TELEPHONE DIAL-UP:
i. Dial (818)354-4360 (VLSI VAX).
2. After the CONNECt prompt, press the RET[_N/__ER key twice, then
input RADATA to the USERNAME prompt and press RET[[P_N/'ENTER again.
(Alternate OFF-LAB back-up acoess) :
If RADATA cannot be accessed on the VLSI VAX [dialing (818)354-4360)], use the
following back-up method:
i. Dial (818)393-4156 (DSFVAX). " ...... ess RET[V_LN'ENTER
2. After you connect, the sc1_en will go olang, rr ' /
twice (i_he screen will remain blanknk).
3. Typg_ in RADATA in UPPER CASE LETTEI_,, on ly_,(_he cha_racters will not be
displayed on the screen) then press _ne _ium_/mslm_ Key agau_.
AOCESS USING I)}_[het(SPAN) :
If your facility has a VAX computer tied to DEChet you may access RADATA as
follows :
_[ Log-on your VAX computer.Access the JPL computer by inputting SET HOST JPLLSI or SET HOST JP_.
3. Enter RADATA to the USERNAME: prompt and press RETURN/ENTER.
ACCESS USING TE[_ET:
If your facility is tied into MILNET or ARPANET, you may access RADATA as
follows :
i. Enter TELNET VLSI. JPL. NASA. GOV or TELNET DSFVAX. JPL. NASA. GOV after
the IDro_pt sign.
2. Inpu% RADATA to the username prompt and press RET[_N/ENTER twice.
After you have log_ed on the computer, using _anYdof the above access methods,
you will be guided-by selecting various menus self help instructions.
Footnote:
PJiDATA is spon.sored by the NASA Office of Safety, Reliability. Maintainability




JPL/NASA RADIATION DATA BANK USERS SURVEY
In order to maximize the effectiveness and convenience of using
the _ADATA Electronic Ground Test Radiation Data Bank, we are
requesting you fill out and return this questionnaire:
i. Things that I like about the data bank:
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California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California
The research described in this publication was carried out by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under a contract with the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade
name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not constitute or imply its
endorsement by the United States Government or the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
California Institute of Technology.
ABSTRACT
Steady-state, total-dose radiation test data are provided for electronic
designers and other personnel using semiconductor devices in a radiation
environment. The data are presented in graphic and narrative formats. All
tests were conducted at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). Two primary
radiation-source types were used: Cobalt-60 gamma rays and a Dynamitron
electron accelerator capable of delivering 2.5-MeV electrons at a steady rate.
All data were generated in support of National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) Space Projects and Programs by the JPL Radiation Effects




The 1985 supplement (JPL Publication 85-43) was presented in two volumes,
due to the extensive amount of data available. Volume I contained optical
diode and transistor data, and Volume II contained integrated circuit data.
The amount of data generated since the October 15, 1985 release of Volume
I and the integrated circuit data generated since the May 15, 1986 release was
not sufficient to require two volumes. Hence, the 1989 supplement is
presented in one book.
For those interested, a Single Event Phenomena(SEP) data book is also
available at no cost by writing to:
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
DocumentReview Group 111-113
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, CA 91109
Request JPL Publication 88-17, titled "Heavy lon-lnduced Single Event Phenomena(SEP) Data for Semiconductor Devices from Engineering Testing," and dated July
1988.
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The data presented in this 1989 supplement describe the results of Total
Ionizing Dose (TID) tests of optical diodes, bipolar transistors, and
integrated circuits. The data were obtained by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL) in order to assure the "hardness" (radiation resistance) of components
to be used in a variety of radiation environments; however, the data are
applicable to any ionizing (total dose) radiation environment. Two primary
radiation-source types were used: Cobalt-60 gan_na rays and a Dynamitron
electron accelerator capable of delivering 2.5-MeV electrons at a steady rate.
The electrical parameter data are presented in graphic or narrative
format for various operating conditions as a function of dose. A measure of
the statistical variation of each device lot is provided by the tabulated
standard deviations at the bottom of each graph. Where there are irradiations
of two or more different lots of a given device type, each lot is treated as
an entirely separate test.
All data taken here substantially meet the requirements of MIL-STD-883,
method 1019, for environments where short-term annealing is not a relevant
problem. Each test consisted of three or more radiation levels at room temper-
ature, and the devices under test were maintained at the established project
worst-case bias conditions during the radiation exposure. Electrical parameter





DOCUMENT USES AND LIMITATIONS
The purpose of this report is to provide test data for optical diodes,
transistors, and integrated circuits exposed to steady-state ionizing
radiation. As such, it offers a useful comparison of the radiation response
of different devices that might be considered in the development (circuit
design) of a radiation-hardened system. It also offers a quick method for
determining the weak links in an existing system, and an approximation of the
system radiation tolerance as a whole.
The data presented here cannot be used as a substitute for a comprehensive
testing program of the devices actually used in a given system. It will be
clear on inspecting the data herein that there are large lot-to-lot or wafer-
to-wafer variations in the sample responses of a given device type. The
response difference from functionally identical devices fabricated by different
manufacturers is even greater. There was no attempt to remove "maverick"
(outlier) devices from the data plots, so some data plots may appear anomalous
when compared to other plots for the same device type. It should be noted that
given manufacturers may make minor adjustments in their processing procedures






Some of the transistor tests were performed using the JPL Dynamitron
electron accelerator which provided a 2.5-MeV electron beam with beam currents
ranging from 108 to I0 I0 electrons/cm2/second. The tests described here
were irradiated at a given fluence level for exposure times between 5 and
45 minutes.
The test geometry for the Dynamitron facility consisted of an electron
beam brought out of the beam tube through a O.05-mm titanium window, copper and
aluminum scattering foils, and 0.9 m of air. Each of these materials scatters
the electrons slightly so that the scattered beam has a uniformity variation
of less than 20 percent over the test device array, which is confined within a
25-cm-diameter circle perpendicular to the beam direction. At the center of
the circle is the aperture of a vacuum Faraday cup, which is used to measure
the electron beam flux and fluence. The beam is centered on the Faraday cup
with a quadrupole magnet prior to the installation of the test samples. The
output from the Faraday cup is a current that is fed into a current integrator,
which is calibrated daily against a standard current source. The integrator is
set to shut off the electron beam automatically when the desired fluence level
is received at the Faraday cup.
B. COBALT-60 SOURCES
The JPL Cobalt-60 g_ ray source was used for all of the IC tests. The
gamma rays consisted primarily of 1.17 and 1.33 MeV photons with lower energy
photons and secondary electrons arising from scattering and absorption. The
gamma field was uniform within ± I0 percent in the parts exposure area, which
was verified by thermoluminescent dosimetry (TLD), consisting of lithium
fluoride/Teflon microrods. The main source calibration was performed with
Landsverk ion chambers of ± 2 percent accuracy, traceable to the National
Bureau of Standards, and monthly dose rate computations performed to account
for the radioactive decay of the Cobalt-60 source. Exposure times with the
Cobalt-60 sources were typically 5 to 20 minutes for each radiation level.
Longer times (up to 4 hours) were required for high total dose exposures
because the maximum uniform dose rate available was i00 rads (Si)/second.
Dose rate testing was performed from I00 rad(Si)/second to 0.0058 rad(Si)/






The test setup and procedures used here were developed in accord with the
specifications of MIL-STD-883, method 1019. All tests were done at 25 °C ±
3 °C, using low noise power sources and instrumentation subject to periodic
calibration. Sometests were performed in situ (without removing the test
devices from the radiation area), whereas others required remote testing,
using a mobile bias fixture to maintain bias except during the brief
measurementperiod.
A detailed test plan was written for each test including test device
description, irradiation bias conditions, radiation levels, electrical
parameters to be measured, and measurementconditions. The data were
processed by computer with the calculation of normal meansand standard
deviations madeafter deletion of clearly erroneous data. rnd_vidual data can
be retrieved, if required, by specifying the JPL log number given with each
data plot to the Radiation Effects and Testing Group (Section 514) at JPL.
B. TRANSISTORSANDOPTICALDEVICES
Transistors and optical devices were measured in situ using a matrix board
switching panel set up outside the irradiation area. The matrix board inter-
faces the devices under test (DUT) to the power supplies and measurementequip-
ment via a special 15-m (50-ft), double-shielded cable (Figure 4-1). A
built-in potentiometer for each DUTcould be used to control bias voltages and
currents. The matrix board was designed with very high insulation resistance
so that very low current measurements(10-50 pA) could be made.
C. INTEGRATEDCIRCUITTESTING
For non-in situ remote tests the DUTswere removedfrom the radiation
site for approximately I0 to 60 minutes between each radiation level. A mobile
bias (battery) was applied to the devices at all times except during parameter
measurements. Remotemeasurementswere performed using a Tektronix 178/577
curve tracer, a Hewlett Packard 4062C, Semiconductor Parametric Test System,
or a bench fixture. Occasionally, custom-built test circuits were used to
simulate the circuit application of the devices tested, such as a grounded,
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The transistor data presented in graphic format are shown in Figure 5-1.
Eachof the electrical parameter data plots is represented by multiple lines to
represent different collector currents. A table at the bottom of each graph
lists the test conditions, whenapplicable, and the normal standard deviations
of each data point at each dose level. I
Date codes usually indicate when the device was packaged. For example,
8420 indicates the device was packaged in the twentieth week of 1984. If no
date code is available, the space maybe used for other identifying numbers
such as wafer number or lot number.
For convenience, the degradation in transistor gain (hFE) is plotted as
&(I/hFE ) = I/hFE_ - I/hFEo, where hFE_ is the value at the specified radiation
level, and hFEo is the initial value. Implicit in this approach is the assump-
tion that the radiation behavior can be approximated by the well-known formula:
n(I/hFE) = K#
where _ is the dose (or fluence) and K is a damageconstant that depends on
the device type and collector current, IC.
A method of determining the final hFE, when the initial hFE and
postirradiation A(I/hFE) are known, is shown in the following example for
a 2N2222 device type at VCE of 20 V at 300 krad(Si).
. Scale the value of A(I/hFE) from the applicable graph for a
2N2222 transistor at the stated conditions. In this example,
A(I/hFE) is determined to be 0.008.
.
Determine the minimum specified preirradiation hFE for this
device type. In this example, the initial specified minimum hFE
is I00. Then proceed as follows:
hFE(final) = i
A(I/hFE) + hFEo(initial )
I
hFE (final) = i = 55.6
0.008 + --
lO0
IThe log-normal distribution actually provides a better fit to most radiation
data than the normal distribution. Hence, caution should be exercised in
estimating worst-case conditions based on the limited statistical data
presented herein.
5-1
Table 5-1 mayalso be used to determine the final hFE. Locate the
postirradiation A(I/hFE) value in the left-hand column, and the initial
hFE on the top row. The column and row intersection is the final hFE.
NUMBER OF DEVICES TESTED
MANUFACTURER'S
IDENTIFICATION CODE
(SEE APPENDIX A) //_o0 .
JPL TEST NUMBER_/
y_-G: FSC C£S Tc_r _ C_-20-_ _uATE uuDE OR OTHER- ---
R_-_ _PL LOO _2_ _r:C CODe a_----- IDENTIFYING NUMBER
MEASUREMENT POINT






DEVICE TYPE: 21¢222"2A NPN -I'RPt,IS]S'I"0R
.HF'G:F$O 4 I:)E'V]C'L'ESTEST DATE 02-20-49.6
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0286 .0366 .0393 .0321 .0321
0322 .037"2 .0363 .035_ .0281
0048 .00'78 .0093 .0093 .00_3
0064 .00"/9 .0046 .0096 .0039
0016 .0020 .00i9 .00"2"7 .0032















DEW'ICE TYPE: _ NPN -I'P-.PtC_I$-T01R
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i D 4" 1.5 2. _. 4. ._. _. _. _0_ _._ _. 3. 4. _. 6.
DOSE, _'ods(Sl ) 2.5 HeV eJ ecirons
A(lthFE) VS DOSE
8. JO _
TP,IBLC OF N_L s'r_ DE-V]A'F]ONS
CURVE ]c Vc_ DOSE, radslS_ )
imA) Iv) 7.5£4 I.`5E..53.0E5 6.0£5 I._6
A .tO00 20.0
5 .1000 .SO0
c 1. 000 .500
D 1. 000 20.0
C 20.00 20.0
F 20.00 .500
•0066 .006,5 .0ICRS .012'7 .01.59
•00<51 .008"/ .010,5 .0132 .0191
• 00"23 .0031 .0039 .003,5 .0060
• 0019 .002,5 .0036 .0040 .0049
•0014 .0004 .0010 .00"20 .0005
•O00q .0010 .0010 .0014 .0015
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.0030 .0034 .0028 .0026 ,0048
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•0011 .000'7 .0008 .o04q .0010
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.0003 .00"20 .0012 .00%0 .0011
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DEVICE TYPE: _ NPN TP,gINSISTOR
HF'G: MOT 5DEVICES TEST DATE 02-0.5-86
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.0049 .0062 .0072 .0062 .006_
.0056 .0091 .0036 .0066 .0078
.0016 .00_9 .0044 .0020 .0024
.0016 .0029 .002_ .002_ .0020
.0003 .0002 .0004 .0008 .0003
•000_ .0005 .0006 .OOtl .0006
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DOSE, rads(SJ) Co _° Gammas
A(lthr¢) VS DOSE
4. $. &. _. 20_
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L!JRV£ ]c Vc.{ DOSE. rod_lS/)
[mR) Iv) 3.0E4 q._£4 t.-=-_5 3.0E5 6.0E5
i_ 1.000 5.90 .0018 .903,5 .0040 .0045 .004_
B 10.00 ,_.r'JO .0022 .0028 .00"28 .002'7 .0031
L" 100.0 5.90 .9003 .0003 .000_ .0003 .0005










DE-VICE TYPE: HJ:I60_2 NPN POWEI:t TRANSISTOR
HtrQ: MOT 5 DEVICES TEST DATE _2-1q-85
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DOSE, rods(S/ ) 2.5 NeV elec_ons
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.0072 .0i27 .0i64 .02i9 .0373 .0319 .03i2
.0063 .0it4 .0i69 .0226 .0373 .0285 .024V
.0025 .00.50 .0077 .0_08 .0168 .Oil9 .0135
• 0029 .0062 .00?t .0093 .0_02 .0t2i .0i74




DEVICE TYPE: HJ]6032 NPN POWER TP#IN_]_-FOR
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3. L. 5.6. 3.5 _. 3. 4. 5.6. 8.._ z.._ _.
DOSE, rads(S_) Co 6° Gammos
z_(1/hF¢) VS DOSE
3. 4. 5._. _.10 _
"I'FIBL£ OF N[_IFIL STFINDFIRD I_cV]FIT]_
IURVE ]_ Vc_ DOSe. rod_[S" )






.0043 .9074 .OIZ6 .OIZ6 .01.56 .Olq3 ._288
•904_ .0089 .OIZ9 .0145 .0190 .0"21_ .0334
.0016 .00._ .004_ .OCkS_ .006.5 .0C)6_ .0045_
.00_ .OOq_ .9061 .0067 .00_i .9Ck%6 .010-5
.0034 .0051 .001"/ .0030 .0035 .0048 .004-6
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B. OPTICAL DEVICES
The optical data are presented in a combined narrative, tabular, and
graphic format.
The TIL24 devices were measured using a TIL604 photo transistor as a
reference sensor, placed 1/4 in. from the source being measured. The TIL604
devices were measured using a single TIL24 near-infrared-emitting diode as the
light source, placed 1/4 in. away from the base of the photo transistor.
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LOG1260.TD JPL RADIATIONTESTRESULTS 09/24/86 PAGE1
Device Type: TIL24 BIPOLARPNGaAsINFRARED-EMITTINGDIODES
Manufacturer: Texas Instruments Inc. (TIX)
Date Code:
PackageType: PILL
No. of Devices Tested: 2 LOG1261; 7 (6 + Control) LOG1260
Radiation Test Requirement (RTR) S/N: I00 C
Log No.: 1260, 1261
Radiation Test Date: 10-July-86
Facility: DYNAMITRON
Energy: 2.5 MeV
Dose Rate: 1.3E08, 4.0E08, 4.0E09, increasing with dose (see RTR100C)
Dose: 4.0El0 to 2.0E12 [e/cm2] or I.OE3 to 5.0E5 [rad(Si)]
In the discussion below, only the parameters that failed are discussed; all
other parameters met the manufacturers' specifications out to 50 krad(Si). It
is recommendedthat this device not be used above I0 krad(Si) at the 50 mA
drive level unless special design considerations are madeto account for the
observed failures. Postirradiation measurementswere madeat 2, 20, and
i00 hours after irradiation. The annealing behavior should be taken into
account, because the extremely low dose rates in space will allow significant
annealing and possibly permit use of this part up to the 30 krad(Si) dose
level, based on the specification of I mWat 50 n_ drive. Use at current
drives lower than 50 n_Ashould be done with extreme caution, because the
nonlinearity in the power curve with current indicates the possibility of
premature failure at low current drives (power output is below i mWat 40 mA
preirradiation and decreases exponentially with lower currents).
The TIL24 bipolar pn GaAsinfrared-emitting diode is designed to emit near-
infrared radiation spectrally compatible with silicon sensors. It is designed
to have high power efficiency, high power output, and to permit matrix
assembly directly to printed circuit boards.
Failure levels are taken as parameter changes exceeding the manufacturers'
specifications or reasonable preset changes, even though it is realized that
somefailures to meet specifications can be overcomeby clever design.
Thesedevices were irradiated according to RTRS/N I00 C, which gives the bias
conditions during irradiation and lists the parameters measuredand the
measurementconditions. All measurementsof light output from the TIL24 were
relative measurements,using a single TIL604 phototransistor as a reference
sensor placed a fixed distance (I/4 in.) from the source being measured. The
RTRand the data are available, if required.
The TIL24 GaAsinfrared-emitting diodes were kept under radiation bias after
completion of irradiation to 50 krad(Si), and were measuredat 2, 20, and
i00 hours of anneal time. The TIL24 showedsignificant recovery of output
power for all tested conditions.
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Device Type: TIL24 BIPOLARPNGaAsINFRARED-EMITTINGDIODES
Failure Summary:
The meanlight emitted in response to various inputs as a function of dose is
shown in Table 1 for the preirradiation, 10, 20, 50 krad(Si) levels as well as
for the 2, 20, and 100 hours anneal time measurements. While the TIL24
remained functional out to the 50 krad(Si) dose level, the light output had
fallen by roughly a factor of two at the 20 krad(Si) dose level and continued
to degrade with increasing dose.
Table 1. Output Powerat Various Currents Versus Dose Level with Input Light
Reference Current (IF) as a Parameter.
Po @ krad(Si)
IF(mA) PRE i0 20 50 2 hr 20 hr i00 hr
20 390.0 256.3 176.3 63.8 108.8 218.8 260.0 mW
40 971.I 692.5 496.2 195.0 320.0 580.0 672.5 mW
60 1558.0 1163.0 868.8 368.8 568.8 977.5 1114.0 mW
80 2112.0 1629.0 1250.0 565.0 833.8 1366.0 1548.0 mW
i00 2623.0 2623.0 1620.0 772.5 1097.0 1741.0 1954.0 mW
These data are plotted in the following graph, which shows output photo-
transistor current versus LOG(Dose and Time), with the drive current of the
light source and/or the incident light energy as a parameter.
The other parameters were measured as a function of dose level and did not
exceed the manufacturers' specifications or change significantly with dose up
to the 50 krad(Si) dose level.
These devices were irradiated according to RTR S/N i00 C which gives the bias
conditions during irradiation and lists the parameters measured and the
measurement conditions. The RTR and the data are available if required.
The parameters measured were (RTR I00 C):
Test
No. Symbol Test Name
Conditions
(Reference sensor is a TIL604 @ (VCE=5V)
1 VF-I FORWARD VOLTAGE IF = 20 mA
2 VF-2 FORWARD VOLTAGE IF = 40 mA
3 VF-3 FORWARD VOLTAGE IF = 60 mA
4 VF-4 FORWARD VOLTAGE IF = 80 mA
5 VF-5 FORWARD VOLTAGE IF = 100 mA
6 Po-1 RELATIVE OUTPUT POWER IF = 20 mA
7 Po-2 RELATIVE OUTPUT POWER IF = 40 mA
8 Po-3 RELATIVE OUTPUT POWER IF = 60 mA
9 Po-4 RELATIVE OUTPUT POWER IF = 80 mA






















LOG1260:Dofo TIX TIL24 Bipolar PN
Infrared-Emitting Diodes
GaAs
Po @ IF =20mA
--x-- Po @ IF -40mA
Po @ IF =60mA
---4,-- Po @ IF =80mA
----e-- Po @ IF =lOOmA
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Device Type: TIL604 BIPOLAR NPN PLANAR SILICON PHOTOTRANSISTOR
Manufacturer: Texas Instruments Inc. (TIX)
Date Code: 8507
Package Type: PILL
No. of Devices Tested: 2 LOG 1258; 7 (6 + Control) LOG 1259
Radiation Test Requirement (RTR) S/N: 412
Log No.: 1258, 1259
Radiation Test Date: 09-July-86
Facility: DYNAMITRON
Energy: 2.5 MeV
Dose Rate: 1.3E08, 4.OE08, 4.OE08, increasing with level (see RTR 412)
Dose: 4.0El0 to 2.0E12 [e/cm 2] or I.OE3 to 5.0E5 [rad(Si)]
In the discussion below, only the parameters that failed are discussed;
all other tested parameters met the manufacturers' specifications out to
50 krad(Si). It is recommended that this device not be used above i0 krad(Si)
unless special design considerations to account for the observed degradations
are made.
The TIL604 is a bipolar, nonplanar silicon phototranslstor in a hermetically
sealed pill package that can be assembled into printed circuit boards. The
TIL604 is recommended for applications in character recognition, tape and card
readers, velocity indicators, and encoders.
Failure levels are taken at parameter changes exceeding the manufacturers'
specifications or reasonable preset changes, even though it is realized that
some failures to meet specifications can be overcome by clever design.
These devices were irradiated according to RTR S/N 412, which gives the bias
conditions during irradiation and lists the parameters measured and the
measurement conditions. The TIL604 phototransistors were tested using a
single TIL near-infrared-emitting diode as the light source a fixed distance
(I/4 in.) away. The current for the reference diode was varied to give a
reasonable range of collector currents values in the tested phototransistor,
prior to radiation exposure. The RTR and the data are available, if required.
The TIL604 phototransistors were kept under the radiation bias after completion
of irradiation to 50 krad(Si), and were measured at 16 and 120 hours of anneal
time. No significant annealing of the TIL604 was observed.
Failure Summary:
The mean light current response to various light inputs as a function of dose
level is shown in Table i for the preirradiation, i0, 20, and 50 krad(Si)
levels, as well as for the 16- and 120-hour anneal time measurements. While
the TIL604 phototransistors remained functional out to the 50 krad(Si) dose
level, the light current had fallen by roughly a factor of two at the
i0 krad(Si) level, and continued to degrade with increasing dose levels.
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I-LITE Versus Dose Level with Input Light Reference Current (IF) as
a Parameter
I-LITE(mA) krad(Si)






4.070 1.927 1.426 0.845 0.920 0.883 mA
9.001 5.170 4.197 2.784 2.957 2.951 mA
13.170 7.782 6.547 4.579 4.819 4.874 mA
16.410 10.290 8.824 6.254 6.548 6.671 mA
18.850 12.490 10.810 7.713 8.042 8.225 mA
These data are plotted in the following graph, which shows output photo-
transistor current versus LOG (Dose and Time), with the drive current of the
light source and/or the incident light energy as a parameter.
The other parameters were measured as a function of dose level and did not
exceed the manufacturers' specifications or change significantly with dose up
to the 50 krad(Si) dose level.
These devices were irradiated according to RTR S/N 412 which gives the bias
conditions during irradiation and lists the parameters measured and the
measurement conditions. The RTR and the data are available, if required.
The parameters measured were (RTR 412):
Test
No. Symbol Test Name
Conditions






















IC = lO0 _A
VCE = 30 V
VCE = 5V, IF = 20 mA from
reference source
VCE = 5V, IF = 40 mA from
reference source
VCE = 5V, IF = 60 mA from
reference source
VCE = 5V, IF = 80 mA from
reference source
VCE = 5V, IF = I00 mA from
reference source




























LOG1258:Data TIX TIL604 NPN Planar
Silicon Phototransistor
--B-- I-LITE @ ! F =20mA
-----x--- I-LITE @ IF =40mA
I-LITE @ IF =60mA
--,I ,I I-LITE @ IF =80mA
--e-- I-LITE @ I F =lOOmA
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C. INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
The data are presented in graphic format using the normal distribution. 2
The graph format varies depending on the test requirements. Some graphs
present a table of standard deviations at the bottom (Figure 5-2), others have
more than one plot per paragraph, with or without post irradiation effects
(PIE) data in hours following end of radiation (EOR) plots (Figure 5-3).
Tests investigating dose rate effects indicate the test dose rate on the graph.
NUMBER OF DEVICES TESTED
MANUFACTURER'S
IDENTIFICATION CODE_ DEVICE TYPE:_OP-27 OP AMP
(SEE APPENDIX A) "_'MFG: BUB_3 DEVICES
_.._._.4_REF: JPL LOG 9176
























104 ;P = t 105 2 4 6 106 ;_ 4 t 107
DOSE AND SOURCE----------___..o_ DOSE, rads (Si) Co 60 GAMMA RAYS
ELECTRICAL PARAMETER _q_ - r._lN IN DS: _ LOAO = 2 _ VS DOS£
AND OPERATING TA6LE or NO_hHAL' ¢jTC:INOC:k¢:_ DEVIATIONS
CONDITIONS
CURVE IL OOSS, Kllotl_ll (Sl)
(.,At 75 250 750 2500
E 2.00 5.963 1.506 "tO09 1,20q






Figure 5-2. Typical Integrated Circuit Graph Format Example
2The log-normal or other types of distributions may provide a better fit for
some radiation data than the normal distribution. Hence, caution should be






APPENDIX A) DEVICES TESTED_




PRE- _ , 4 10' _ _ _ , _ , _0°2 ,,1 _ _PIE IN HOURS
_D EO_
DOSE AND
SOURCE _ PA_METERS Cc_omONS _" END OF RADIATION
cu_v£ n: ,3_ voJ-r._n rw _]mrr = --'L2 t.t_ EXPOSURE
PARAMETERS AND
TEST CONDITIONS
Figure 5-3, Alternate Integrated Circuit Graph Format Example
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._F'G: F-.£C _ DE-VICES -rE-£-T D_TE 2-33-4q
tIEF: JPL LOG "1296 D{qTE CODE ,56_
PARAMETERS CONDITIONS
CURVE A: (._] VOL:I--A (V] (]OUr -- 20 Lkq]
(,_l_VE 6 -" (_ ] VOL:I-P, (V ] - "
CURVE C: (q_ V(TL._-lq (V] (]gUT = 24 Pitq]
CUI:_VE D : (_ "J V OLI-B {V ] - -
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_.C_
DE'VICE "I"YI:xE:,5,I,A0:_'/4 OC']'_ll_D'-q'Yf_ F'If"
MF'G: F@C 3 I)E.'VIC:E8 TEST DATE 2-I_-8q















DOSE, ;,ods(S;) Co 6° G_m_,o_
_. _.._.10: 2. _.e.ICl _ 2.
TIME, hou;'s
PARAMETERS CONDITIONS
CXJRVE A: (9; iiH'-A (A) (VIN = VCC]
CURVE B: (10] IiH-B CA) " "
CLDVE C: (1",; IIL-A (A) (VIN = GRDI
















DEV] Of.:"TYPE : .,.%4,A03"/4
VIFG: FSC :3 DEV]CE-S

















_ 11 \. k.¢.







J J ; :1
a._2. s. 4._.6.,g10' 2. s. 4.5.t. _._2. _. 4._.t. :10° 2. ,L6.10 _ 2. _.6.10 e _).
EO_
DOSE, _ads(S:) Co_°eommas T],_Z, hour's
PARAMETERS CONDITIONS
CURVE Pl: _33} ]0-ZH:I-A (A} (V]N : 3._ V}
CURVE B: _:_4} ]0-Z.H1-B CA] " "
CURVE C: (:I._} ]0-ZH'2-_I (_1] (V]N = :3 .64 V}











DEV]CC TYPE-" 5¢_103"/¢ 0C-T_IL D-TYPE FIF







_3q] ]0ZL3--_ (AI (V;N : 8.4,6 vl
_:_,1 ]0__L:I-B (AI - -
(391 ]0ZL2--A {A1 (V]N = _.6¢ Vl













DEV]O£ "WP'ET-" .,.5¢AC3"/4 OCTAL D-TYPE" FIF
I"W---G:FSC 3 DE'V]CE.._ 3"E-_-t" DATE 2--:1:1--.,5q













10 _.s a. _. 4. s.6._lO4_.s 2. 3. 4. s._. .-_ 2. _. 4._.6. 10 o _. _.6.i0 _ _. _.6.10 _ 2.
EOR
DOSE, _'ads(S.;) Co _° Oamrnus T]HE, hou_,s
PARAMETERS
CURVE A: _.2'1} ]CCt_A (A]
CIJRV'E B : t23"J ]CCL-A (A]




















DEV]OE "f'YP_- .54.AC3"/4 0C1"=qL D--TYf'_ F']F
PIF'G: t':,9C .3 DEV] OE-S TEST DLqq'E 2--:_ :1-,8q






PRE- .s 2. 3. 4.s._..L1.04-,.__ _. z. 4.5.6.
I_AD








uUI_VE A: (2'2) ]CC}_B (A]
CURVE 1_: (24"J .;CCL-_ ('A]














DEV]C'E TYPE': 54.A03"/4 OCTAL D--TYPE FJF
.e"F-6- NSC 3 DEV]C-%-.q "TE-S"T DA-I'E 3"-'24-45q
RE'F: -3"-PL LOG "1300 D_-TE CODE" ,P._"Z_
I
'_. -&.





_. ]O ° _. 4.a..LO _ 2. 4.a._O _ _.
COP.













DEV] C£" "T',/PE= 544"t03"74 OCTAL .D-TY.r'i.- F.,'F
.rtFg: NSC 3 DE-V:]C,.,.ES TEST .DFfTC 3--24-,P_."7



















.% .e.. _,. 1Q 4 j .s .2. :__
DOSE, _'ud.s(S.,-) Co 'sO Gur,,mas
PARAMETERS
CUPVE A: _.3") VO{_2-A {V]
CUR'v{.: P_.,: _4] V 0.}i"2-1_ (V]
/
4.. 5. 6. 300 _. 4._..i.0" _. _.__.L0_ 2.
E0R
T ] ._£.-, h ou_-s
CONDITIONS












DE-VICE TYPE: 54_qC_q4 OCTAL D---TYPE FH-"
_E'6: N.£C _ DE-V]CE$ 7E._-T D_TE 3-24--_3
RE_-':JPL L06 1300 DATE CODE- _5629
i





_. _. lid° _. 4._.i0 _ _. _._.iO_ 2.
E0P
















DE'V]_ -TYPE: _-74 0CT_]_ D-TYPE F]F
/'F-G: NSC 8 DCV]C-E-._ 7E._T D_q-i'£7,--24-_8q















DOSE, _'ods('S;) Co _° Gammcs
PARAMETERS
CURVE _q-" (91 ] ].'-÷-*q (.....q3
CU_V'E P..," '.30] ]]_-£, (_q]
CUfq.VE. O: _.3:3] ]]h-tq [f_]
CLIRV{_ D: (32] ] ]1_-_ (/I]
4_ ¢Jo
D
_. 10 0 2. 4.__.lO _ 2. ,._.lO e 2.
EaR






















DEV] C_ TYPE : 54-,qC'3_4 OC-T_L D-TYPC F'JF
._"_" NSC 3 DEV]C'CS TE'_'T DA-TC _,'-24--'8q
REg': ,_PL L0B J300 DPlTE CODE 4_2q
-_° -6. .6. jO 4 ,._s 2. .,.














_3Z] ]L_ZH3--,q (_q] CV]N - 4.2 V]
_34_ ]GzSLI:_--B C_q] " "
_3-51 ]_TZH2-{q (,q] CV]N - 3 .2 VI














DE'V] 0£ T."P£ : 5¢._03"/4 0CT_qk D--7,,'PE {']-F
H/-'G-" NS'C _ DE-ViCES TEST Z_TE 3-'-'24-4q
REF" JPL LOG 1300 .r)iqTE CODE #-,-,62"-/
PARAMETERS CONDITIONS
CURME A: (3--/) ILT'Z'L:I-,q (h') (V]N - 4.2 V]
CI.AqV.E,5: ,_..1_,; ]0-..ZL.:.t-.P_,, CA] • .











"2. 3. 4,. 5.

































PRC- s. ._. _,. 3.0 4
DCV]C'C TY£_:: 54¢iC3"74 00"1"AL D--TY_2 ¢']'F
.HI:'@: NSC 3 DE'V]C£'-S "]'.E.-._'1" DCfTE Z--"24-_"/


















(2"21 1C _',--f5 (_1
































































"_.s 2. 3. 4. s. _. .8..1.0 4 =.5
DOSE, _'ads(S.: } Co r°O Gammas
0.5 rads/sec Dose Rate
PARAMETERS
CURVE A: _11 ](_H (AI


























DEVICE TYPE: 5¢HCq4 (DUAL D-TYPE EJF]
__-'e: T]X ..5 DE-V]¢_@ 7E.5"-T E_'TE _0-35-,._
























_. 4. _. 6. 6. 10 4 _-_
DOSE, ,'otis(S;) Co 6° Gammos
0.5 rads/sec Dose Rate
PARAMETERS
(3"_ VT"N(3 ]-0N (V]
(4_ VTN(6 ]-0N (V}
_5] V'FN (,5 _,-OFF (V]












DEV] OE TYPE : _¢HC_14














._.5 _.. 3. 4. s. _. _. 104 4.s
DOSE, _'cds(SJ) Co _° Gammas
0.5 rads/sec Dose Rate
PARAMETERS
('71 _rTp C3 I-L_I (V)




.W-.._I__ _ _______ --------R---_...._





DEVICE -I'YP_"_¢HC'74 (_ D-TYPE F/F3
.MFG: T]X 5 D£V]CES TEST I_TE JO-_













































DE_]C;K 7YP.K: ,._4H0_4 CHO.ej OC'T_L. D"Ty,r_ F./F
._FG: .N_qc -._ DE"V]CE,.q -J'K-.q7 D#FfE :t-].--:L,.,=--85
P..FF : -'/PL L06 _.2"1_
- ----"_----.--.----...._..._._ _..___..._, ._..._
i ' i
D_TE CODE fl8_20
J.5 2. 3. &. 5. 6. _. 10 4 _.5 2. 3. _.
D:]SE, _ads(Sl) Co 6° G_mmas
:_) V0H (_CE_:"--4.5_,30=-6f'l=q) IN _. V£ D08E
I TI:IBLE OF NOPJ'I:L S'TFII'I3_.DDEV]F41T_Ofq_ ]
4
i (.,'ORVE DO.eYd. r c=d_ IS," ) I
! -53"D.jOSEOL'V. 4."9r_-srjc2¢. 9922 . 0026 . 0926 . OC'_9 . 094(3 . 9072 . 0_.76 . 0&3¢ . 0312 . 0_74 J
I -b'TO. DL"V. •09i 9










































1 '-_ " , , J ._._
_.._ _,. _. ,_
[
B
s. 6f _. 10 _.s 2. _.. ,..
DOSE, _'ads{S2) Co _° Gnmn;ns
;2) V0L [VCC=4.SV,IL_-&MA) ]N HV: V.S D0-qE
i TF'_Lf£ Of-" NL,1PPt'_ E'TDJ_J3 .D_3.,"TI';L1P¢<;
b%IRVE DOSE, reda .rS_ ")
_3"D. _-q. .5.466 _.i16 3.241 2.¢272 _.23£ 8.,,_-_9 4.$96 6.707 10.59 i5.Z5 ]9.64.
DO-$E 4.9_4
1 -VTD. DEW.



































































DEVICE TYPE: 54HC394 CM08 0CGtctLD-TYPEF/F
MFG: N8C 5 DCV]O£8 7C87 OA_E 11-13-a5
















3. _. 1Q 4 * ._
4
i
4.. _. 6. _°
DOSE, fads(St) C_ _° Gammr_s
(4) ]0L (VCC=4.SV,V0=.IHV) IN MR: V8 DOSE
!
TABLE Or NORMAL _TRNDARD DE'V]ATIONS
CURVE DOSE. ra4sfS_)
DOSE 0.0[0 t.OE3 2.013 _.OE3 D.0EB 7.0E"3 ,[.9_4 [,D_4 2.0E4 2.DE4 3.0E4
STD. DEW, .[513 .[359 .1442 .t347 .1396 .t473 .19t6 .29t2 .4325 .537t .7346
D0S_ 4.0E4
STD. DL_. 1.440
INITIAL MERN VRLUE IOL[MR) = ÷6.64Xi0 _°
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"/6.95
DEVICE TYPE: 54HC3q4 CM08 OCT_IL.D-'rYPE'F/F
MFG: NSC 5 DEVICES TEST DATE 11-13-85


















1.00 ._ '- •
PRE'- 10 3 :._ _.. j. _. ._. _. 8. LO4 _._ 2. _. 4.
RFID
DOSE', _-mcIs(St) C_ 6° Gammcs
C5) ]]H t'VCO=6V,V]N=6V) IN NA: VS DOSE
TABLE Or NORMAL STANDARD DEVIATIONS
CURVE DOSE. _d_fSt}
DOSE o.oEo 1.0E3 2.0E3 3.0E3 5.0E3 7.0E3 1.0E4 L.SE4 2.0E4 2.5E4 3.0E4
STD. DE_, .OOO0 .0009 .0000 .9000 .0000 ,0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .OOOO
DOSE 4.0E4
STD. DE"#. 126.9
INITIAL MEflN VALUE I]H[NA) = ÷9.99XL0 -L
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D£V]C£ TYP£: 54HC3q4 CM08 OCTi_L,D'-'TYP_F}F
MFG: NSC 5 D£V]C£8 7£8_ DAT£ 11-13-85








TRBLE OF NORMAL STRNDRP, D DE'V IAT IONS
CURVE DOSE. rads[Si)
DOSE O.OEO L.OE3 2.0E"3 3.0E3 5.0E3 7.0E3 £.0E4 1.5E4 2.0E4 2.5E4 3.0E4
STD. DEW. .1789 .2608 .1414 .1673 .1673 ,1095 .1789 .1673 .2280 .3647 .2000
DOSE ..... 4.0E4
STD. D£_. .2280



















HF'G : N,gC .3 D£'V] CES
REF: JPL LOG :130:1







s. ,6. ,6. 104 _.5 2. _.
DOSE, Y'ads(Si) Co _°° Gammas
B




CURVE A -" _ _ ] VOH. _-A (V ]
CI._RVE B -" 12] VOH_--B (VI

















MFG: N-gC 3 DE'VICES
REF: IPL LOG 1301







_. __ _cJ 4 _ .5 '_. 3.







CURVE A : t3_ VOH_A (V1
CURVE B: _41 VOH2-6 (V1
CONDITIONS
(]0UT = -5.2 .l"_ql
w iv
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DEVICE TYPE: "J4HO..,Bq4 OC'T_;- D-TYPE F IF
MF6: N_C .3 DEV]C£:S TEST DA-FE -3--2¢-_q
J:_r_F': 3"PL LOG 3:303 D_qTE CODE _562q
PRE- s 4
PAD
_ 10 4 a s a. a
DOSE, _ads(Si) Co _° Gammas
A








_,.._l VOL.1--A (VI (]OUT = 20 Ufl]
_-61 V01..:I-B (V') " "
_,ql V(Y,-'2"-A (V'J (]OUT = _.2 t'_cll
(_5"J VOI_'2--I_ (V ] " "
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.42"/-O_
DEV]CE TYPE: ._4HC;3q4 OCTAL. D-TYPE FIF
HF'G: NSC :3 DEVICES TEST DATE 3-24-8q
RE: ,:PL LOG 1301 DATE CODE ,562'-/
.cx_&-0,&
2,. 51 r'w-Oe.






e. 1O 4.... _ .._ 2. 3.
DOSE, _.ads (Sl) Co 6° G_mm_s
D
, __.._l____c._____----o------o-j__/




























DEVICE TYPE: 54HO3q4 OC-I'RL D-TYPE FIF
.HF'G: ._C 3 DEVICE'S TEST DRTE 3-24-_q
REF': JPL LOG _30_ DATE CODE 862"-/
//
_. 1Q4 =.s 2. _.











(13] ;OZH_--R (A] CVIN = 4.2 V]
C141 ;0ZHI--B CA] - -
_351 IOZI_-A CAI (VIN = _.2 V}
(_61 ;OZH2-_ (A] - -
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DE'VICE TYPE: @4HO3q4 OCTAL D-TYPE F'/F"
.HI'G: .N_C 3 DEV]C_ES "I'E._'I" DATE 3-24-_q
REF-: JPL LOG ]30_ D_qTE C-'ODE _62q
PARAMETERS CONDITIONS
CURVE A: (1"?] ;OZL_--A (A; CV;N : 4.2 V]
CURVE B: (16; ;OZL-B_ CRI . •
CURVE O: (_91 ;OZL2-A [Ai CV;N : _.2 V]




DE_]CE TYPE'- .54HC3"14 OCTAL D-TYPE FJF
PEG: NSC 3 DE-V]C'E-S -I'£$9" DATE 3--24"-'_q







PRE- ._. _. 4. 10 4 _._ ._. _. _. ._. _. 10 _ 2. 4.6.10 _ _. _._.i0 _ _.
RAD EO,q
DOSE, Yods(S') Co m° Gommos TIME, hour's
PARAMETERS
CURVE A: _,2"_) ]CCH-A (A]
Ci,.kqV'E B: _.23") ]CCL-A (A]









DE.'V]CE TYPe,..:: 54.HC3"/4 OCTAL D--FYPE F]F
.NIf-'G:f'¢_C :3 _]C'_E'$ "rE-_qTDATE 8-26--45"-/









(231 ; COL-A (Al






















PRE- 10 4 -_.5
_I::ID
CURVE A :
DEVICE _PE: gH6OI2A 12-B]_ DRC
MFG: _MD 2 DEVICE8 GESG DAlE 04-09-_6













a. 4. ._. 6. 6. 10 5 _.5 2. a. 4. _. 6.
DOSE, rads(S_ ) 2.5 MeV elec_Pohs
PARAMETERS



















DEVICE TYPE: AM6012A 12-B]7 DAD
MFG: AHD 2 DEVICES TEST DATE 04-09-86







3. 4. 5. 6. _. iO 5 i.5 "_. 3. 4. 5. 6.
DOSE, _'ads(S, ) 2.5 HeY eieci:_'oTls
PARAMETERS














DEVICE 3_PE: AM_932A _2-B33 DAC
MF6: APeD 2 DEW]CES 3ES3 DA3E 04-09-_6















3. t.. ,';. 6. _.5 .,% 3. 4. 5. (.,.








(3} ]ZS:_ (]NPLrTS H]G_,]O NE.c_URED] IN ]_1:















PRE- 10 4 :_.5
P_D
UtI_VE A :
_1£'V]C£ TYPE: AH60_2A 12-B]'T DAC
.NtFG: Rl'tO 2 DC'V]CES TES-[ D;I"TC 04-09-66






/ \, J i ---a
/
3. 4. 5. 6. ,_ J 05 :, .5 2. 3. ,'. 5. 6.
DOSE, rods(SJ_ 2 5 MeV eJec-_'ons
PARAMETERS








..DEVICE "T'YPE: RM'6012A 3,2-B'_-TDRC
,H'FG: RMD 2 DEV._CE-S "TES'T DA-TE D4-09-'_6













3. 4. S. 6. _,. _,05 ._.5 2. ,_. #,. -_- _,.






_61 PSi÷3 (:15"V>VCC:>4.SV,DE.-L'TA 10 _F_..,q.SUREI)]N N,q:
(ql p._c_ff.l-2(]5"V>VCC:>36V,D£'L.TA ].0 J'IE.F_$LKqF_DIN NA:
_._3 PS_-I (-30.,5V>VEE>-_.SV,DZI_TA ]O _UPL-DI ";N J',kq:















DEVICE ]_PE: AM6012A 12-B]] DAC
MFG: AMD 9 DEV]CE_ %E8] DAlE 04-09-86







_. _.. n. 6. e,. J.O 5 ;,+5 2. 3.
DOSE, vad_(S;) 2.5 MeV electrons
PARAMETERS


















10 4 _.s 2.
bl.,IR'¢E" A :
DE'VICE TYPE: P.M6O:12=q:12-FI3-f D_IC
_"t'F'6: _ 2 DE'V]CES -IE_'IDA-_E 04-09"'86











:,.._ _. .,.1. 4.






_. 6. _. _Oz_















9£V]C£ TYPE: AM60_2A 12-B]7 DAC
_F8: .qMD 2 DL_]CE£ 7<$7 DATE 04-09-_6




















_. _0 s :,.s _.. ,_. z. s. 6. _,. JO _
DOSE, ,_ds(S.;) 2.5 Me',/ e.[ect}'ons
PARAMETERS
{32 ] DNL+ {CALO. CROM I_9 "D _ iT WE] -(_S IN TEST #4,6 ] FS :
_] DNU- (OALC. FP0M M{_'D BiT WEI -GI-[I,SIN 7ES'/ @46] FS:
5-64
_2.00
DE-V]CE 3"_PE-" AM6032A 12-_]-f DAC
._FG" .q_tO 2 D£-V]CES -fE_-f D=q-f£ g4-O9-_6




























2. a. ,'. ';. 6. ,5. J.O _ :,.5 -=. ,_. ,'. %. 6.
_]0S{_, rods(S;) 2.5 HeV eJec-_-ons
PARAMETERS






















5 _ _____ _,





















........... /JI I J_-,' I
_3.0.2 _.S 2. 3. ,_. 5._. .o ._0 J.5 "2. _. ,_. 5.__




















CU.PVE f): (31 ..10H CN_1








D£'V] C£ "J"YF_ : C04013 Q'_cK) .NPtqD -_1ci7£











CU_q'V.E A: _] "v'TNI--0N {V3
CURV-E P_,: (4] V'TN'2-0N (V]
CU-_VE C: V3] "VTt,,._-0N {'V]














.DEVICE TOPE: CD4Dt:1 .,,l,@ NP4ND (..,_"J'E
._:G : R(.;#':I











.3. 4...5.6..8.i03 "_.s 2.
.1.5 2.
DOSE, rods(S: ) Co "60 Go_,_,os
\










(..qJRV£ £-I" _'-51 V'TN._- "0"f"-f" ('V]
CUPV'E .P.," _6_ "V"J'.N4_-,,.3"t"{" ("V]
CUR',/{: C-" (91 WN:12- 0'Ft-" [VI
















D£.-V] C+_- -TYI:xE: CD4013 _LF4D ._qND (_T__"
]'Y-'8: RC_ 5 DEW] CE.£







r_ds(S" ) Co "_° Gc_m_,as
2. 4._,.J.0_2. 4.a.10"2_.






{:33; "v-rP 3 - 0_-'-[-" ('V3
C:3"2 ] V_2- OK_-- CV]
(:353 v'rp4,- ,,.3+.F {V'}
















_13_ V'i'P _)'--ON CVI
(]41 WP_ -0N [VI
_3'71 WP:i2-0N [VI
'_] 4', ") V"_'..P ..i7,.f,--ON [V]
5-70
M£'@: _C,_ -_ DCV'IC.E_ TCg'T D_'TE Og-_&-_








_: ._0 ""-" _





._.5 2. 3. 4. S.._.















L13PV£ D: (391 70. (_3










DK'V]Cf2 ]-¢P[ : CD40] 3 0L_qD NflND C[I_[f
I
PARAMETERS























DEVICE TYPE: G_4011 QUAD NP_ID GATE
.MFG" ROA _ DEVICES TEST DATE 09-:19-_6








• , _ i . ,
_.5 2. _. 4. s. 6.





















(1_ ;OH IN NA:




DE-V]CE "TYPE": CD40_ _ QU_IIDhlClND(_clTE
l'$_'G: RC._q ,5 DEV]CE_9 TE,S'-J"_qTE 09-:V7--,_>























(3; XrI'NI-0N (V) (B],q._3.5V)
(4_ V'TN "2--0N {V) - -
(q] V'rN _-0N (V) - -








DEV] C_ TYPE: C040_ _ QL_O _ GATE
RE_: JPL L06 _203
TE6"_" I_QTE 09-_9-_.,6
C_qTE CODE D40"/
_.5 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.






(21 V'rN _S--OFF (V] (B_P_ GNDI
_6] VTN 6--OFF (VI - ,
(91 V-FN_2--OW:-F (V] - "
_I01 V'T'NI3-OFF (VI " "
EOP


















DE-VICE Tv'P4E: CD40-J3 QUPD _ (.Z3TE
t_-'G -" RCA 5 DE'V] CE-£




DOSE, _,ads(SJ) Co 6° Gam,_los
\
D '_










(::I:11 V-l'P _-0_'_-- (Vl ([5_ 1_V]
( 321 V-J'P 2--OFF- (V1 - -
_-"5] V'TP 4S--0f'F (V1 - -












R'EF" :]'PL LOG :1"2C_
DE'V]OE TYPE : r,;D¢0:i1O_ _ E_q-TE

















t:_4"JV'I'P#x-0N {V] " -
(:I"/"JV'I'P32-0N CV"J " "
(3_] V'FP:I3-0N CVl " "
5-77
130.50
DE'VICE TYPE: CD4.01J. QUP, D NAND GATE
,%CG" IqEAq 5 DEV]CE,_ TEST DATE 09-_q-66





























DOSE, rads(S._) Co 6° Gummas
i n
_. _.6.i01 _. _.6.10_.




('19_ T# iN NS:
(20] TF ;N NO:
5-78
90.91
DEVICE TYPE: C'D40"_I QL,_qD_ C.V_'I'E
PF-G: R(_q _ DEV]C,'E_ TES'T DA'I"E09"-_-86



















PRE- 103 _._ ._. _. ,_. _. 6. 6.
RAD




' i li 4
_. 4.6.i0: _. ,.6.i0e_-
T[ME, h_uY_
PARAMETERS
C2/:i TPL_[ ;N N,£':













DL-V]C£ -IYPE: CD40:I3 CM0_ DLIAI_ D f'JF
M_--G.:SSS 5 DL'_]CES 7£$7 D_qTE 0_-22-@5



































4. 5. 6. e. 104 _.s 2. _.




(1)IO.U (VDDulSV) ]N U.q- 'qS DOSE
/
_. I0 s
TC_Lt.: k,_" NOP2"iqL &'TCe,IDr_.D DL-vI.r'4TIL%%l_
(.%_VE D08C. _-ads iS; )
O.Q{_O I.Q£.'_ 2. lE-_ 5.Q£.q_ i.Q_4 2.(_4 _.Q_4 _.Q_4 I.Q£.T5
-_TD. _¢_-q. .QgQ6 ._770 ._4-5 .-_ _. 4-,56 479.4 _L-_/_. 9417. M-X-X._M
iN; TI.QL H£3%N V_LUE i_ILLIfl) = -I-_.iLff:,(19'a
5-80
_,n-E.W]CE-]'YP£:C,D4Z)I_ CM0$ DL_qL D F/'F
,_}J-'8:8-_ _ D'E'V]_E..R 7E-8-I"D'_']'EZK:_-'2"2-8_































2. 3. 4. 5. 6. __ 10 4
(2)SOL
J.5 _. _..
DOSE, _'ads(S,) Co 6° Garish, as







TC_BL.E OF ,NOI:::_J_C__ ST-_--q DL-V]C_T]ON-_
.S'TD.DEV. .g64_5 .16.56 .156i ._574 7.6_I i76.1 i10"2. 5_67. 1572.
















REF': _PL LOG llq6
D£_3C-E 7",tP-E: CD4B_ CM0.,._ DUAL D F]F




4. _. 6. 6. 104 ._.s 2. g.
DOSE, rods(S_) Co ¢° Go_,'_os
(3)VJ!]02 {]O---6.6M,q) "IN V: VS D0SE
4.
T:q_LE Of--NO_O.,"t"_ -q'TFINDP_Q .D{__I.qFTION._
C'L_R.V/ DOSE. ,-_dsIS;)
DO_ 0.0_ i.Of__ 2._E_ 5.0E_ i.r_4 2.r_4 _.OE4 5.C'.'._4 i.r'_








DEvqCE TYPE CD4018 CMOS DU_&. D FIF
TEST D/:JTE D6-22-8._
DA-]'E CODE _-,52"_
J_-8 : S6S 3 DEW] C'ES



















4. m. 6. 4B. 104 ___ 2. _.
DOSE, _'ad_(S:) Co 6° G_,_,a_
(4)'1'0H_2 (VO=I_.5"_) ";.",1I,,_: VS DOSE
4. 5. 6. _. 10 s
















D£-V]CE TYPE: CD4DI_ CMOS DU{_L D FJF
M_6 : SBS 5 D£-V] CES 7C_7 DQTE 06-22-@5




4. _. 6. 6. 104 _.s 2. a.
DOSE, rads(SJ) Co 6° Gam._,cs





4. 5. 6. _. :10 s
T_LE Of-" NOP.Mt3L -_TP_IDP'_D DLWIq-;;ION_;
C10RVC DOSE. ,-cdm [S_ )
O.r2fr.[O i.Q[_'_ 2.zL_ _.O£.'_ i.OE4 2.Q[4 Z.O[4 _.O{[4 1.0[-5
Sq-D. D[?7. L--'706.29_7 .59i0 ._Q77 .±2:5-5 ._791 .5.E_57 2.Q6>5 2.5..-345


















P.EF'- UPL LO(_ llq6










4. s. 6. _. 104 _.s a. _.
DOSE, _ods(S.;) Co 6° Go_,_s








0.0£0 I.QS-_ 2.iE-_ 5.0E_ 1.9£[4 _.Q[4 Z.gE4 5.Q[4 1.0C5
-%'TD. DE-V. 2_.59 .2Z01 .2_=_27 .24-50 .[717 .1769 ._460 ._57 ._.016
INITIAL _ WILUC ]_'L.02[,_'_I) = +6.59.7(10 _s










._c'V]C'_ -T'VP_- C9#,0_:3 DU_L D _rE"
._-e: SC-L_ .5 DLW] C_'S -]'ES-J"D=qT_c- 3 0--'2_8.6


























3. 4. 5. 6. .6. ;.5 2. 3. 4. 5. _.
E0#



















: JPL LOG _204








PRE- 10 _ _.s =. z. 4. s._. • i =.5 2.






CURVE _I: (:3_ V-I'N3-ON {V")
CIJR'V'E_ : (.51 V'F_ON (V')
CURVE C: (61 V'I'NG-ON {V'}





















_lf-'G : ._(_ 5 DEW; E;ES
PEF- : JPL LOG 320¢
.OE.-'V'iOE ]VPE (,04033 DURL D F'./F
TE-S-J Dr_YJ-E 10--29--,_6










i0 _ a.5 a. a. 4. 5.6. _.10 _ _.s a. 3. _. 5.6.
DOSE, i, ads(SJ ) Co/°O Gammas
PARAMETERS
10_. 4.__ 0_ _.
EOP
TIME, i_ou_'s
CURVE fl : _ 4 ] V]'N4-OF-f- (V]
C1._V£ B : (q 1 V-TN_-OF'F (V 1
CflJ_V£ C : (_ i V'I'Ng-OF-F- (V 1




DL_V] C_ TY_E : C040"I_" OU/IL D _'.tF
MFGi: $6S 6 DEVICES TEST DRTE I0--29_?,6




























4. s. 6. ,8.10 z _.s
rads(Sl) Co t°° Go=_as










t 20 )TF02 (NS l
_2_ iTRQI (NSI



















DEW] OE "£"v'P'E- C.,D40:I:_EKLqL D FJF" i
h'_"G: S_b,S 5 DE-V]OE.S TE.S'q" D,qTE "_0--'2(_--,86


















:10_ .__s _. _. 4. s. 6. _.10 _ _.s 2.






































DEV] CE TYPE : CD40_3 _ D F/F
MFG: _$ 5 DEVICES TE_-f DATE :10-29--66























































3EV]CE TYPE: CD401.3 DUAL D F1F,
.'IFG : ._88




































DEVICE TYPE: C04013 Dt,_L D f'lf-"
._'-G" .9S$ 5 DEVICES TEST DATE _9-29"-_6








a. 4. _. 6. B. 103 _.s
DOSE, _'ads(S_') C_ 6° Gammas
_. 2. 4 6.zr3_. 4
EOP



























DE-V]C£ "TYI_E: CD4033 DUAL D F}F
MFG: S._ 5 DE-V]C£_ TE_'T DATE "I0-29_#_5















_. 4. 5. 6. _. 10_ J.5 2.
DOSE, v'ads(SJ } Co _0 Gommas




























s. 10 3 J.S 2.

















































_._.:.V]CE TYf'XL-: LO403-J DltqL D F/f-
._--G'- g.9.S .,5 DEVICES "TEST D_-TE _0--29--e...6


























• ..10 .2 :._, 2. =. 4.._. _. ._._0 _ ;._ "2.
E 0.1_











DEN'ICE' TYPE': C9.40:i3 DUD]. D F.?:F
.MFG: ,£88 5 DE'V]CES TE.._T DRIE 19-29'--,56













_,.' ;.5 2. 3. 4. s. 6. ,_. i0 _



























9_v]C_-r'##c: C0.4D33 DU_L D C.tC
._F-G: SSS 5 DEVICES TEST DATE 10-29_-a6






s. 6. 8. ]0 _ :..5 _. 3. 4. s. 6. ,_. 10 :_ :.5 2.

















.DEVICE TYPE': CD4013 DtiC:¢. D F]F
HF'G: S.,S,S _ DE.'VICE.S "TE',_'T.DATE 30-'2_





PRE- _._. _.:}0_ ,._ _. .,. 4. s._. _._IO_ j_s _. 2. _.__10_z. 4._-lDea.
RCID COP
DO-SE, _.od._(S;) Co _° G_r,z_,c:._ T]HE, hou_.s
PARAMETERS
CURVE A: ,;39"Jq'F0.3 (N£')
CURVE .P_., _20"}-I'F_2 ('N$ ]
CURVE O: (2_ 3TRO:1CN.8"}
CURVE D : _'2"2]TRO2 {_h¢£]
5-99
DEVICE TYPE- CD4018 DUftL D f-IF
MF'G- S,SS 5 IYr_-V]OE_, 7ES-F DATE :10_29--,_6
RE.F: 3PL LOG _24,_ DQTE CODE _32_
























6. ]0 _ _.5 _. a. 4. _. _. _._0 _ _.s _.
EO_
DOSE, _ads(S1) Co 6° Gon, mas













































DE'V]C£ ]YP£: HCF400q INVERTER
.l_F'e: SBS 4 DE-V]0ES 7ES7 DATE 09-13"-_













DOSE, _'ads (SJ) Co 60 Gammas
20 rads/sec Dose Rate
PARAMETERS
]DSN (61-ON (A%
]DSN (6 I-0FF (At





























D£'V]C£ IYPE: HCF4D0q ].I_IV£R_£R
H£8: 88B 4 DE_/]C£_ ]E_ DA_£ D9-_3-_









3. 4. 5. <$.
Pods (S/) Co _0 Gommos
20 rads/sec Dose Rate
PARAMETERS
(4] ] _ (6 ]-L,_C'F
(,5") ] D.S.P (.6 ]-0N













DEV3CE _PE: HCF4009 ]NVERIER
NFG: $88 4 DEVICES _ES_ DR_E 09-13-00























MF6: $6S 4 DEVICES "TES-I DA3"E 09--13-@@










.1.5 2. 3. 4. 5. &.
DOSE, _,ads (S._) Co _0 Gammas
20 rads/sec Dose Rate
PARAMETERS
,301 V3"PC6l'--0_f" (Vl
(:I:3i V'I'PC3 I-0N (Vl




















D:_CE TYPE: HCF40D9 3N'VERTER
H'F-G: SP:_, 4 DE"V3CCS "TEST DA-IE D9-1_-8,B





















2. 3. 4. 5. _,.
DOSE', rads(SJ ) Co 60 Gammas
0.5 rads/sec Dose Rate
PARAMETERS
]DSN(6 I-0N (A)







._E_: 8BS 4 DE'VICES
RE'F: _PL L08 13'79





























2. 3. 4. ._. 4. a.
DOSE', _'ads(Si) Co 6° Gammas
0.5 rads/sec Dose Rate
PARAMETERS
_4] ]DSP (6 ]-0F-F (A'J
_.51 ]D.SP (31-ON (A1







]_:'V3C£ -]'_P£: HC¥4DD9 :IN'VER-I'£P.
•_J"6: $8S 4 DE'V3CES













3.5 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.
DOSE, rods(S: ) Co _0 Gammas
0.5 rads/sec Dose Rate
PARAMETERS
_"/1 V'rN (6)-ON (V')
(_,_, M"t'N ( _ ")-OF'F (V']













D£V]C£ TYPE: HCF4OCYI ]NVEPT£P
_-G: _8S 4 DCV]C;£S











2. 3. 4. 5. _.
DOSE:, fads (SJ) Co _0 Gammas
0.5 rads/sec Dose Rate
PARAMETERS
_I01 V-FP(61-0_'f-- (VI
(:_ :_1 V7"P (3 I--0N {VI



















DEW]CE ]_PE= HCF4009 ]NVEQ_ER
4FB: 868 4 DEW]BES ]ES_ DA_E D9-19-88





















_:11 ] D..gN(61--0N (A]
t2l i DSN (31--(_:'F (At






M'$"[_: SBS 4 D_-V3C£S 7E.S'T DA-r£ Dg--19--_B6

















.I. _')"/3- ] 0
] .<..xS_-- 10







"1.5 2.. 3. 4. 5.
DOSE, rods(Si) Co 6° Gammas
PARAMETERS
_V_ A: (4_ ][XSP (6 _-OF'F (Al
CIJRV_ B: {5_ ]I_P (3 I-ON {A]
CIJRV£ C: _61 ]Z)SP (_O]-OFF (A1
5-110
DE_/3C£ 3_PE: HCF4DG9 ]NV£R3ER
._fF6: $6S 4 DEW3C£S 3£S_ DA3E 09-_9-_


















90SE, rods(S; } Co _° Gammas
PARAMETERS
_'7_ V'TN (61-0N ('V]
(_,') V'TN (_ _-0FF _'V1
(9) V'TP (30_-0N (V]
5-111
DEVICE "TYPE" HCI-'4DO"/]NVEPTER
.4f'G:SGS 4 DEV]CE-S IESI DATE 09-':19-W96






















_:i'_ 1 brrp c8 t-ON (v1






















D£'V]CE TYPE: HCF40Og IN-VERIER
_f'8" 86S 4 D£-V]CES "IES'TDAIE 09--19--_B6
















2. 3. 4. 5.
DOSE, rods{S; ? Co _° Gammas













"2. 442-- I 0
DE-V]C'E "]'YPE"HCF4OOg ]NVER-I'ER
MF_: 86S 4 DEW]CES "]'E..R'fO_'l'£(]9-19--8.B


















@. 3. 4. 5.
DOSE, rads('SJ ) Co 'sO Gammas
















DE'¢:IC£ TYPE: HOF4009 ]NV_RTER
I'_"8:_B-S 4 D_cV]0'E.B "IE.S-IDA'IE Dg-lg'-B,B








2. 3. 4. 5.
DOSE, _'ads (S._) Co _0 Gommas
20 radslsec Dose Rate
PARAMETERS


















DE_]C£ _XPE: HCF4OO_ ]N_ERTER
.l'hc'Q: 86_ 4 DE"V3CES 7£$3 0A7£ 09-19-88




"1.5 2. 3. 4. 5.
DOSE, _ods (S;) Co 60 Gommos







(:_31 v'rP (3 I-0N (Vl
(321 v'rP ( 30"_-OFF (V 1
5-116
D£'V]0£ 3_PE: HCF4009 ]N_E_TER
_FS: SP:_.g 4 DE-V3C£_ 7ES_ DA3£ _0--03"-86






































1.5 2. 3. 4.
DOSE, Yads (S._) Co _0 Gommos
0.0116 rads/sec Dose Rate
PARAMETERS
3 ] ]DSN [6 ]-0N (_q]
_-2"_ ] DSN C3")-0F'F CA]









._H:'B"SB-,.q 4 DL-V3CES "IES'IDA"iE :IC}-00-86



















DOSE, rads(Si ) Co 6° G_mmas
0.0116 rads/sec Dose Rate
PARAMETERS
]_p (_ I-OFF (A]
] DSP (3 ]--ON (A ]








RE£: _PL ]_08 ::t3_9
.D'L-V30'E-i"'YPE; HCF4OOq 3NV'E,R7"ER










DE_]C£ _YP£: HCF400_ ]NVER3ER
MF6: @B_ 4 DCV]C£_ 3ES_ DA3E 30--03-_8




1.5 2. 3. 4.
DOSE, Y'ods{S.;) Co 6° Gammos
0.0116 rads/sec Dose Rate
PARAMETERS
(lO] V'I"P('6I-OFF (V]


















DE'V3CE TYPE: HCF400"7 3NVE_TE_
._tFB: $6S 4 DE_3CES 7ES7 DATE 10-10-_


















DOSEs Pods(S J) Co _° Gommos
0.0058 rads/sec Dose Rate
PARAMETERS
_] ]DSN {6)-0N (A_
('2] ]D.SN (3)-OF'F Lq)
















DCV]C£ "fYPE-" HC£4D09 ]N'V£R-fER
MF6: 86.8 4 D£'V]C£S "fE.g,"fD_q-fE ID-iD-88











DOSE, _-ods{S._ ) Co_° Gommos
0.0058 rads/sec Dose Rate
PARAMETERS
(4] ] D-.SP C.61- 0FF (A')
(.5] ]DSP (61-ON CA)












DE-V3OE _YPE: HOF4009 ]NV£RTER
MFB: SBS 4 DEV]OES IESl DAIE _D-ID-88






DOSE, vads(S1) Co _° Garn_os
0.0058 rads/sec Dose Rate
PARAMETERS
V'[N C6 }-ON {V 1















DE'V] C£ "TYPE : HCF4009 ]N'VEWI'E_
lW}F_: $8S 40E_V3CE£ "7E53 DA'TE :I.0-I0-8_













(11] V-I'P {'31-ON (Vl





























DEVICE -TYPE: HOF'40:I_ DUIqL D-TYPE (-'!F
HF'G" $68 6 DE.-V]CE.S TEST Df_TE 0'-/-39_"#.,,5
RE'F: JPL LOG -iL.%0 DCATE CODE 95_1¢Y
I




















_'ods(S_) Co 6° E;_rr_r_os






























CURVE Pl" (:ll ]QH (/11
















(3: SCiS 6 DE'V ] C_.$
















1.0 rads/sec Dose Rate
CURVE A :
CURVE B :
CUR, VC C :
CURVC D
PARAMETERS
{31 V-FN ('31--0N ('V]
,..51 V"I'N (51--0N ('VI
_61 V'I'N ('61-- 0N ('VI
_91 WN[ 30I--0N (V]
5-126
DEV] OE TYPE: HC_'40_3 DUAL D--]'YP_ FIF
_cG- _C._,g 6 DE-VICeS TEST DATE 09-_9-.68









_41 V'TN C4 I-Of'F {V)
_q I v'r'N ('( l-OfT (VI

































.1._ 2. 3. 4. ,5. 6.
DOSE, rads(Sl _ Co _° Gammas



























_.s -_. ._. _.. 5. 6.
DOSE, _'ods(S;) Co 6° Gammas







(41 V-rN (61-0N {VI
(3l V'TN ('{ ;-0FF ¢VI












_.. ,L6_I.0_. ,_.6.10_. 4.6..I0 s
T i J"E.", hours
5-130
DEVICE TYPE: HCF4013ffE DUBL 0 F/F
MFB: _6£ _ DEVICES 7ES7 DATE 9-2_-_6














3. 4. -s. 6. ,B. I(33 .,.s ,>.











t :I ] _,(,,,,_H(t,_l ]
_2] 1 QL (Nlq ]
5-131
_)f'#]C( .YFC: ]]CY4C)'_3_E DUAL D FIF


















3.5 _. 4. _. ,_. ,_ ID _ :.s 2.
DO.SE, _._d.sfS,) Co _ Gc:m_,as






(3 ") "V'TN_- ON IV 1
(31 V:,,XLS- 0N {"VI







DE'V.3C£ Tvp£: H(_f-45:.l._t_E DUAL O £]:F"
._-F6: ._6_ .5 DE_/_C£S 'I£S-; DC-I_£ 9-2.5-86









CLI,RV£" _q: ;4] ".rTN4-0"f"_-" ('_3
_:UP,V'E P_.: ;'3) V'TN-8--0-f-'÷ (V]
.1JRVzC C: (_ ",t3"Ng-0F'_-" ('V]













h'_"6: ._6£ _ DEW_]O£._ -f£.£-]" D_-f£ 9-25-_6









P#E- ] 0 .2 3 ._
_D
3. 4. .5. _. •. .],D 3 '_.5 "2.
DO.SE, _ds (SJ) Co 60 G_,_,_.s
\
\






(773 V-rP_- {_'{ ('V]





















.PH-E_: $6.c 5 DE,t3C£.S
RE-;--: ]-PL L06 :_:_ lq

























L.b R V'E: D:
PARAMETERS
;.72] V'TP 4- ON (V)
("i.'_ ] WPC-ON {V]
3-6 ] "v-TP g,- ,')N {'V_.
























DEV]CE 7'fPE" HC_-'4DI_,_E Du,'qL D 'F'.tF
Mr-G SGS ,5 DEVICES 7ES7 DgTE 9-2_--e6
















3. 4. _. 6. ,B. iO 7_ :_._ 2. 3. -,. _. 6.












63.20 _ q; _-----_
DE_]CE _PE: HgF4DI3BE DUAL D FIF
MF6: £GS _ DEV]CE£ TE£T DATE 9-25-_6











:1.5 2. 3. •,. s. 6. a. 10 _ ..1.s 2.












DEV]C£ 3VPE: HCF401_BE DUNL D FIF
MFG: 96_ _ DEV]CES 3ES3 DA3E 9--2_-86



























4. 1D _ _._ 2. 3. 4. s. 4.




DL-V3CE ?YP'E: HCF4Ot3BE DU',qL D F/F
._F6 : S6-S ..9 DE'V3 CE$ "IE,.q-f DAI'E 9-2,9-86




.5 2. b. 4. 5. ,&. ,@.. .A _,.5 ,t. 3. ,:. 5. _5.






_.31 VTNC_ 0N ('VI
_I V'rN,,'_0N (VI
_61 V-I'N6- 0N CVI















10 _ a ._ 2.
DE_CE 7_PE: HCF4013BE DUAL D FIF
MF6: _SS _ DEM_CE8 _ES_ DATE 9-2_-_6
REF- 3PL L06 11q_ DATE CODE 3_2Y
\
\\ \\
_. 4. s. _. 6. 10 _ a.s 2.














DEV3CE TYPE: HCF4013BE DUAL D F2F
,MF8: $6,_ _ DEVICES IEST DATE 9--25-86




PRE- 10 _ _.._ _. _. 4. _. _. _. iO z _._
RAD





CURVE A: _:_ V'TP3-OFF (Vl
CURVE B : {:t3] VT"P,_-OF'F (VI
CURVE C" _:I¢ ] v'rP_S-OFF (V]
CURVE D: _:1qI V'I"PIO--OFF (V_
\ \
\\














DEVICE 3YP£= HCF40_3BE DUAL D'F/F
MFG= _B_S 5 DEV]CES 3ES3 DA3E 9-_5-_6







_. 4. 5. _,. 4. IC)_ ._.s 2.



















DE'V3CE _YPE: HCF4013BE DUAL D F]F
_F8: $8_ _ DE-VICES 7ES_ DATE 9-2_-_6

























































DEVICE TYPE: HC£401_BE DUnL D _]F
_f'G: S6S 5 DEV]C£S 7ES7 DATE 9-25-86








I0 _ s.._ _. _. 4. _. _. a. ID _ _.s 2.













(23 ;7PLAI (N,':; 1
241TPLA2 (,NS 1
_2.51TPHL.1 (NSI
























DE3/'IC£ TYPE: L_"336BH 'FE-I" ]N'PU'T 0P AMP
M/-O: N-SO .3 DEV]C£S -]£S-I'DA.TE :12-C)6-_.'J









.1.5 2. 3. 4. ,'5. 6. 6. i0 5 _.5 2.. 3. 4. 5. 6.
DOSE, fads(St") Co _0 Camm_s








TFIBLC O_" NI:}_I"_ClLSTA,'XU3_W_D DUV]A'r.:oN._
CURVE DOSE. rad._ [S7 )
DOS_ O.DE0 1.0{:4,,._.ry64 3.0E4 O.9[4 7.-5_4 1.5{:5 3.rY65 6.0C5 1.0[6
S'I'D. DL'V. i.200 1.2_7 i._0 i._5_5 .99_ l.Oll .6604 I.i77 _.646 i_.69
iNITIAL M£iqN VALUE VOS[MV} = -6.63X19 -a
5-145
oo
D£'V]C'E' TYPE: L'F3-_6BH FE-t ]NPU-I' 0P
M'FB: N-SC 3 DE-'V]CES -rE-S'I DA-I'E I_-06-_5









-'2_.O. 34, , .
I°RE- 10 4 _._ _. 3. _. _. 6. ,B. i0 _ _.._ 2. J. 4. _. 6.
PAD
DOSE, _'ods(S;) Co m° Gammas








O.gCO 19C¢ Z.OC4 3.0_4 5.0[4 7._J4 1.5£:5 3.0_5 6.9[5 l.OC6
S'TD. DL_. r)o07 .9006 .0042 .Oi4_ .91_ .0943 16.67 310./ 116.6 31.90






























DEV3C£ "T_'P£: L+'3-.%6BH F£-]" 3.1_U-T 0P PJ'lP
M_'G : N@C :3 D{."_'3 CE@















_.s 2. 3. 4. s. _. _,. iO b :.s 2. :_. 4. 5. _.
DOSE, r_ds(S;) Co_° Gammas
{3_ 3B {'VOU"i=D'V) IN N_I: JS DO-S£
"I
6. )9 _
TF_L_ Or NOPJ_FIL ETFiNDF_E) E)_.'V]._I-T;L]N_
C%IRV£I DOS{I. rada [S_ )
DOSE O.OEO l.OC4 _.0zC4 8.QC4 5.9£[4 7.-_4 I.'Y65 8.9C5 6.9C5 l.OE6
S'TD. 9{.'%/. .rgD_5 .008_ .016,5 .9_0 .0"7_8 . ",6_5_ 15.91 i-51 . • 58. i0 i4. _0





















DEVICE TYPE: LFa56BH FE7 INPUT OP gMP
MEG: NSC 3 DEVICES TEST DATE 12-06-85









DOSE, Pads(S;) Ce 6° Gammas
(4) _GR]N (VOUT=IOV) IN D9: VS D0_E
_. lO6
TABLE OF" NORMF:IL £TRNDARD DE_;RT;ON_
D_E. r=dsfg_)
O.9rr-:g _.9E4 2.9E4 3.0E4 5.9E4 7.5E4 I.SE_ g. OE_ 6.0E_ I.OE'6
._TD. DE'V. 2.49:_ 2,5t6 2.591 2.054 4.762 2.035 2.667 3.675 gO.06 ;_.69
























MFG: _8C 3 DEV]OE8
PffF: OPL LOG 1160






104 _.5 _. :,. ,_. 5. 4. _. _.05 1.5 2. 3. 4. 5. 4.
DOSE, radiOS;) C:a6° Gammas





TABLC OF NORMAL STRNDNPD DL_;RTIONS
CUPVE DOSE. rogsCS_)
DOSE D.OUD [.0_4 2.0E4 _.OE4 5.0E4 q.SE4 1.5E5 _.OE_ 6.OL_ 1,OE6
STD. DE_. 2.llO 2.2el 2.5[9 2,232 [.624 2.£16 2.395 16._3 Z4._? 17.06
























2. 3. 4. 5. 6.
DOSE, ;'_ds('S;) Co 6°Gomm_s
_I}VOSCMV): V£ DO_E
,s. 10 5
TNBLE OF NOPMAL STRNDN_D DE'V;ATIONS
CURVE j DOSE, _dsCS_;
_.OE4 2.0E4 _.OE4.5:0E4 ?.5E4
R I .OlGD .0407 .0911 i._O9 1.080
5-150
4._ .90
DEV;CE 3_PE: LF356BH 0P AffP
MFG: NSC 4 DEV;CES 3ES3 D_3E 09-_0-85



















:.5 2. 3. 4. 5.
.... , , . , ,
6. _. 30 s
DOSE.', _'odsCS, ; Ca 6° Gommos
;2):O$(NR): VB DO_E





• 9£__4 2. OE4 3.9E.'4 5, OE4 7.5E4
.ll34 .1526 .9_44 .077b .2011
5-151
3EV]CE JVPE: LF356_H OP AMP
MFG: NSC 4 DEVICES TEST D_JE D9-39-_5






















_. 4. s. 6. 6. ]0 s
DOSE. ;'ads(S;) Co 69 Gu_,,,us
(3}]9 _NA}: VS DOSE
TAPLE OF" NOPMAL gTANDnPD DL_]_TIONS
CUPVE DOSE. r_d_fS;;
i.9E4 2.9E4 _.9E4 5.9E4 7.5E4
C .24_9 ._854 ._654 ._6"78 .4585
5-152
115..50.
DEVICE _YPE: LF356gH OP AMP
w
MFG: NSC 4 DEVICES _E£7 DATE 09--39-_5



























._. 6. 8. IO s
DOSE, ;'adsCS;) Co 6°Gammas
"4)4_R]N :N DgCIDMA LOAD,-_IDV): VS DOSE




DOSE. .,' ad_ ('S.,' ;
• . 9E4 2. r'3E'4 ,7,=_OE'4 ,"5. OE4 7.5E4
3,276 2.7e9 Z_.796 2.;>07 Z.907
INITIAL MEAN VALUE ÷GA;N[D_3 = 1.tSXlO "2
5-153
111.2_
DEVICE _vPE: LF_56_H OP gHP
MF'G: NgC 4 DKV]CES %ES_ DgTE 09-30--E5

















: :0.40 - , , i ,






3. .5. 6. _. 105
DOSE, fads(S;) Co 6° Gemmas
JS)-GA;N _N D_IOMR LOnD,--IOV): V8 DOSE
"FAPL_Z OF NOPMtqL ..£TFtND.qPD DE_,/;.qT;LI,"4_
C1JRVE ]L i DOSE:, r_d_ {S / ;
=,n) l_..oc4 2.9C4 _.0E.'4 5.0E.'4 7.5E4

















DE"V]CE "J"VP£: L71012 OP /'_P
I'}}'B: L-I'C; 4 DE"V](3ES 3"£-S3 DA-J'E 12-16-8_
RE_-': _IPL L0@ I_0 D_E CODE 843"7
A
". Ol ..........
PRE- 10 4" ",.s 2. _. "- _-
RPE)
DOSE, _'nds(Sl) Co 6° Go'_,os
(1)V0,_R (P£=50 OHMS) IN MV-" '/8 O0._£
TRP_,LE Of-" ,NORt..t"_ -q';'RNDP_.D DL"V]_I"r;ON._ .i,
C'URVE DOSE. _-_d_iSl ) I
J
DOSE 0. OEO 1. OE4 2. OE4- 5.0£14- .5.9E4
S'TD. DE.'V. .0242 ._i .26.39 .6-_'57 17.0i i




















DE_/1C£ TYPE: L-;IOI20P .qMP
M£B : LTC 4 DE-V] C£S 7ES7 D_ITE 12--16-_5
PEr': ;JPL LOB 1:.50 D_']'E (_O-.._f .84_q
L
2.. 5.
DOSE, r_d._(Si ) Co 60 Ganm_a.q
(2)]08 (VOUT:OV) iN PA: "¢S DOSE
4.
L,1JRV£ DOSE, _ adsiS; ?
DL_S+E O. OEO i. OE4 2. OE4 Z. OE4 ,5.OE4
.ETD. De_A/. ZI. 07 66.5_5 9Z. ,59 258.6 9757.










..qL-V]C£ "]'YP£: L"J'lgl2 L]P .r.lMP
l'fl-'(:;-': L"J'[; 4 DE-'V]C£..R "J'E..R']' DF-F'I'E _'2-16-#._























r_dsCSl) Co _° G(3_,_,,r_s
4.
i_7_i_ ('VOUT=C)V) IN P.:'l: V8 DOgE





r'j.rJE9 i.OE4 P.OE4 _.r3_4 5.r._4
_0.51 41.._1 b_. 17 197.1 4_4_.






















DEVICE TvPE: LTiOI20P _MP
HFC: L,IC 4 DEV]CES -IES,I Dh,IE 12-16-_5





DOSE, rnds(S; ) C060 Gm],_,0._
C4)+6A]N {VOU-t=IO'V,PL=2J,:OHMS) IN D_ VS DOSE
TCf_.L£ 1_:" NtiO_i_qL g'TI'_]litt_D DE'v';fT]';O._.c;
DOSE. _'a4_[S29
O.OE0 1.OE4 E.OE4 c7.0E4 -._.OE4
._TD. DEV. 5.261 11.06 12.0,5 1.169 2.466


















DL_/]CE "TYPE: L-IIDI20P B2]P
I$_'B: L"IC 4 DL_]CES TEST D_'IE 12-16-85
REF: -]PL LOB 1150 DATE CODE .8439
\
.1.s 2. 3.
DOSE, fads(S/ ) Co _0 Ga_,nlas
CS)-BN]N (VGJ-I=-__0V,P.L=2E0!IMS) IN D V.9 DOSE
4. 5.
TC_LE L_" NOP_'_t..S--T_DI_D DL'vLr_IT_Ig _
L'URVE .gCKSE, rada {S: )
DLIS{.." O. OEO i. OE4 _. 0{24 _. OE4 5. CYE4 !
.gTD. D___/. I. 7_ 2. _322 7. 476 .76_ i .713.5






















DEV]OE TYPE: MCJ400'7 D COJ_L]__NTJ:_Y W]]NVE_
MFe: MOT 6 DEV]OES TEST J_TE 09-0"7-,8.8





















5. 6. 8. 10 4 _._ 2. ¢.w_In_. ¢.&.
EOP









(I i i D._N('6 I-ON
(21 ] D_N (3 I-OFF






DC..'V]O£ T_E- MO3400q D C0t&OL].HEN']'ARY W]]NVER
._-e: MOT 6 DEV]CE_ TEST DA-]'E 09_-0q-45_




























REF : JPL LOG J_6
DE'V]0£-TYPE- HC'140Cr-] D C0.MPL],_E]qTARY W]]NVF__JR
6 DE'V10E_8 TEST DATE 09-0"/-'8,5










.s _. 3. 4. s. 6. 8. 104
DOSE, _'ads[S.t) Co _° Gammas
0.5 rads/seo Dose Rate
PARAMETERS
("/1 V'rN (6 I-ON (V')

















DEV]CI_ 77PE: HC_4OOQ D COt_L]_E_rT_Y W]]NVE]_
HF_- HOT 6 DEVICES











3. 4. 5. 6. 8. 1
rads(S.;') Co 6° Gammas
0.5 rads/sec Dose Rate
PARAMETERS
(:101 V-FP(61-OFF (VI

























I)EV]OE "TYP'E: HCf400"/ D COFLOL]_7_Y W/]NVER
I_-G: MOT 6 DEV]Cq_ 7E_'7 DATE O_-3q--_B





































3. l. s. 6. e. :ID t _.s _.
_'ads(Si) Co 6° Gammas
20 rads/sec Dose Rate
PARAMETERS
_31 ]D-SN(6 ]-0N (At
(21 ]II_N(3I-OFF (At


































DEVICE TYPE: HC_.4OOg D COM,PL].__ICI'ARY WI]NVER
i'_-(_: HOT 6 DEVICES TEST DATE 06-:17,5,5









a. _. 5. _. 8. 104 _.,_ _.
rods(S;) Co 6° Ga_mos
20 rads/sec Dose Rate
PARAMETERS
{4} ]_P (61-0N CAt
{.5") ]EK_P (:]')-OFF" [At
£61 ] £)SP ( J 01-Of".F" (A]
C











DE'VICE TYPE: HC'1400"/ D COMPLIHENTARY WI ]NVER
HI=e: MOT 6 DEVICES TEST DATE 08-1"/--66










_.5 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 8. 104 1.5 2.
DOSE, _'adsfSl) Co 6° G_mmus
20 rads/sec Dose Rate
PARAMETERS
CURVE A : cq ] VTN ('6 I-ON ('V l
CURVE B: C8] VTN('gI-OF'F- ('VI
CURVE C': f9"] VTP(':IOI-ON CVl
















DE'V]_ TYPE: M0"1400'7 D _L'I_AIRY WIIN'_/E'IR
6 DEVICES TE_;T DATE O,B-J'7-,158













:,. 4. 5. 6. 8 10 4 z._ 2.
rc_ds('SJ') C_ 6° Gom_,as
20 rads/sec Dose Rate
PARAMETERS
CIO] VTP ('6I-ON CVI
(1:1I VTPC3]--OFF" CVI





























D'E'V'IC£ "J'YPE': HCJ.4DD"7 CMOS 3.NVE'RTE'R
N'FS-- M0"J' _ DE.'C]CE'$ 3"E'..q3D_qTE" 10--10-88




















DOSE, rads(Si) Co 60 Gommos
0.0156 rads/soc Dose Rate
PARAMETERS
]DSN (6_--0N (At







DEN]0f TYPE: MC14009 CM0S ]NVERTEP
_FS: N0q 3 DEN]CES 7E_7 DA3E _0--10--8_
























DOSE, _'cds(SJ) Co _° Gammas
0.0156 rads/sec Dose Rate
PARAMETERS
]D_ (6]-0N (A]
]_ (3 I-(_'F" (A]




















DEM]C£ _YP£: MOl4ooq CMOS INVERTER
MgB: MO_ _ DEM]CES 7ES7 DAT£ I0-I0-_








DOSE, _-ods (S.t) Co 60 Gommas
















DL-V]C_ "i'_PE: NC1400q CNO_ 3NVERq'ER
I'fF'8: HOT ,.9 DE'VJC_ES -]'E_3' D,q'J'E :l.g--:tB-_8






DOSE, _'ads (S]) Co _0 Gammas
0.0156 rads/sec Dose Rate
PARAMETERS
CURVE R: (:10] V'TP(6_-OF'F" (V]
CURVE B: (111 v'rP(3)-ON (V]

























DEVICE TYPE: 0P-2q 0P
HFG: BUB 5 DEVlCES








3. 4. 5.6. 6. ]0: _.5 g. 3. 4. _. 6. _.
DOSE, fads(St) Co 6° G(::rnrnes






TFIBLE OF" NOEN_L ETFINDf:_J3 D_W:I_IT] ON_
DOSE. rad.s[ SZ ) TIE. nou'r8
DOSEJHOUP-3 :3.0E4 "/._E4 1."J,E_ _.r'pE-._ 6.0E5 1.r_E6 2.0E6 1.gEO 3.OEO 6.r_'_EO 2.4E1
S-I'D. DEV. .00_4 .0030 .0021 .0C_9 .9042 .0272 .i209 .1076 .1042 .10_5,_ .1017
DOSE/flOURS 7._EI 2.4L-_ 7._L-'2 2._-L-'_
























DEV] CE TYPE: 0P-2"7 0P
_-'G: 9LF_, _ DEVICE.9



















.,. '5.6. • _0 .,.s .,. ._ 4. _.6. 6.2.0
DOSE, ,'ods(S.;) Co 6° Gam_,as
(2) -,10,£ ]N NFI VS DOSE
_.610_.;. L.610"22. ,_.62032.
TIME, hour's
TFIBLE OF NL_J'_qL ET_J3 DC_'V']FIT IONS
DOSE, ,-ads[ S;) T_ME, hours
,OOSE]Hb_JRS ,_.OE4 ?.'YrE4 I._E5 3..rJE-..5 6.0E5 1.0E6 2.rJE6 1.OEO 3.OEO 6.OEO 2.4E1
ETD. DEV. E_5 .54_ I._24 2._26 _.67_ 6. i28 12._ 12.07 12.'545 12.51 12.67






















DE-V] CE -I-/PE : _-2q OP
MFG : 9"0_ 5 DE-V] CES











4. _.6. _.i0 = _.s _. _. 4. _.6. _.lg 6 i.s ;. L.61D:_. _-6i0_. _._10"_.
EOR
DOSE. rads(SJ ) Ca 60 Gammas TIME, hou_s
C_) -']19 IN NA VS DOSE
TF:II_LEOF Nl:ioA .,_-;'_ DE'VIClT]ONg
DOSE, fads[ S:) TIME, hours
DOSEIHOURS ,_._4 7.5£:4 1.5£:5 c3.OE5 6.0E-5 1.0E.:6 2.0£:6 1.OEO 3._0 6.OEO 2.4E1
-%q-D. DEV. 1.234 I.E79 1.046 9.L54_ 16.69 21.17 24.66 24.94 24.64 24..50 25.0-5
D_E/HI:_JRS 7.2fZl 2.4t-'2 7.2t-'2 2.4E3
-%'TD. DEV.



















MFG: BUS 5 DEV](,I_S























PRE- _. _. _.6. _.:1 _.s _. ._. 4. s. 6. 6.10 ,.s _.
RAD EOR
DOSE, _ads(S_) Co e° Gammas




.,slO_2. 4._IC 2. _..6JO3a.
TIME, hours
T_LC OF N_ _3"_D DCV]Fn'] ONS
IL= 10.0 mR DOSE, fads( S_] TIFIZ, hours
DOSEJH_. 3.0E4 7._4..i.._c.-_ 3.0E_ 6.0E-_ 1.OE6 2.0E6 I.OEO 3.0EO _.OEO 2.4[I
g3"D. DE'V.O .751_ 2.005 1.422 3. _3 3. ISr,_3.L_ 3.C)69 2._9 2.06_ _.514 _._c_
STD. 9f_-V. ;._00 2 46.5 3.,?.95 I.T_






















DEV]OE TYPE: _-'2"7 OF'
MFG: SUB 5 DE'V]OE8












PRE- a. 4. _.a. _. ]0 _._ _. J. 4. _. 6. 6.106 _._ e. _.610_2. _._
RAD EOR
DOSE, fads (S_) Co 60 Gam,_,os






"TABLC OF NOPJ",(_ S--T'¢VqIX:_.O I_c'V]FIT] L1NS
]L---]0.0 mR I DOSE, rad_( S.;l T],_, hours
DOSE/HOL_S I 3.0E4 7._4 1.5E5 3.0E5 6.0E5 1.OE6 2.0E6 1.OEO 3.rYrfO 6.rYE0 2.4E1
_TD, DEV.O .5570 1.031 i.951 .5115 .7417 i.r3,56 i._79 1.179 1.0:56 . 7614 .7916
DOSE/HOURS 7.2E1 Z. 4E-2 7._EZ Z. a[5
S']'D. Drc."V. _.076 .41_9 .g749 .7120
















DE'VICE 7"VPE: L_°-'Z7 0P
;_'G: LTC 5 DEVICE_








_. _. _. _. 6. ID_ a.s 2. 3. i0
EOR






{i) -_VO_ IN MV VS DOSE
TF_LE L.%c t,_ _3"F_ D&-V iAT ]C_
DOSE, vads($1) T].NE, hour's
DOSEIHOURS 3.0E4 ?.5E4 1.5E5 3.0E5 1.OEO 4.El ?.L_.ZI 2.4E-_ 7.L_'2 2.4E'3 @@@@@















DEVICE TYPE- t_P-'2'7 0P _P
HFG : LTC -5 DE_] CE-_






,L. _. 6. ,B. iO _ i._ _. ._. L.6iD_'>. 4.,siC 4..6J,0:_.
EOR
DOSE, Pads(S/ ) Co 60 Gammas TIME, nou_,s
(2) 7]0£ IN NA VS D0££
T_LE OF" _ S'T_ ,DEV ] ¢:I'T] L2¢_
DOS£/HOURS
DOSE. fads(Sl) TIME. hour_
_.rJE4 7.5E4 1.5E5 3.0E5 l.OEO 4.6EI 7.L'EI 2._E2 7.2£.'2 2.4E3 @(a@8@




















_DE'VICE _" OP-2q OP AMP
._FG" LTC -.5DE-V] CE@











_.. _. 6. a. 1D '_ _ .._ _. _-
EOR
DOSE, _,ods(S.;) Co 6°Go_._o_







TABLE OF NOPJ_qL gT_ DEV]_IT]ON_
DOSE, _ra_Is( Sl} T],NE, hou_rs
_.OE4 7.5E4 i.5E5 3.0E5 1.gEO 4.6_1 7.El 2.4E2 7._-'2 2.4E3 ('_@@@















MFG: L.TC 5 DEV]C_S


















P_E- s. _.. s. _,. ,B. iO_ _._ a. ,_.610_-_. ,_.6.
R_ID
DOSE, t'ads(S;) Co 6°Ga_m_os TIME, _ou_'s
(4) 46A]N {1K LO_D=IOMA,+IOV) IN D_5 "¢8 DO£E
z..6..] 0";_.
TImbaLE OF NI..IPJ"_IL S'3"P,Nlict_D f_-'Y]RT]
]i.= 30.0 mR DOSE, rada( Si] TIME, hours
DOSE]HOURS 3.0£4 7.5E4 i. 5E5 3. OE5 1.0£0 4.6+il 7.2£1 2.4E2 7.2E2 2.4E3 @(_@[_8
STD. DE'V.O 2.062 4.910 1.5.59 MW.W_ i_. 16 12.91 10.5.5 _.424 4.544 iO.a4



















DEV]CE TYr_: Ul_2q _
,_--G : LTC 5 DEV] C£-_






PRE- ._. _.. ._. ,_. 6. iO"_ _._ _. z. I0 c .L _.61D_2.
RFID EOR
DOSE, i'od_(S:) Co 6° Gomn_os TIME, horn's




1== IO.O mR DO,._E, rad_( $:] Ti._Pd. hou_
D_qEIHOURS _.OC4 7._4 1._5 _.O_ I.OEO 4.6_I 7.2EI 2.4E2 7.££_ 2.4E_ @@@@@
]NITi¢IL _ VALL,'Y£-C_qINEgB] :: +1.49X10 _
5-181
DEV]0E TYPE: dP-2"7 0P (%Mp
._I_-'G: f%o£ 4 DE'v'] CES
P EF : ]'PL LOG 114"7
TE_7 DFITE 06- _ 3-66
Df'%TE CODE 63-5O
3. 4. s.6. a. 10 _.s 2. 3. 4. 5.6. 6.
DOSE, fads(St) Co e° Gammas
(1) VO8 IN MV V£ DOSE
\
\




TFIBLr£ _ N_ £q'_INDF4P,D D£..'vq_FT;ON._
DO_, fads[ S:) TIME, i_ou_s
DO_II-K_)R$ _.QE4 7._E4 1.5E5 3.0E5 6.QE-'_ l.OE6 2.Q£[6 I.OEO _.0_£0 6.OEO 2.4Ei
b-TO. DL-V. .O0_O .00_4 .0041 .0063 .OOl_ .0017 .00_9 .OO_O .007_ .OOT_ .0070




















DEV]OE ]-YPE: 0P-2'7 0P
HFG: HP.9 4 DEVICES












3. 4. s.a. a. I0 a.s 2. 3. 4. _. 6. a. _._ 2. 4.6.10: a.
EOR
DOSE, _ods(S;) Co6°Gomm_s TIME, hours






















3. 4. 5.6. ,8.
DOSE,
(3)
DE-VICE TYt_" OP--2"/ 0P
l'f'G: I"_S 4 DEVICES













..1.5 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. ,6.1 1.5 2. 2. 4.6-].0:1 _. 4.6J
E0R
rods(S/) Co 6° Gommo_ TIME, nou_
]B ]N NA V8 DOSE
4.6.
TABLE Of:" NOP2_c:L ..qTP.N3"Io.D _cV;fl';-iON._
DO..,qE. rad_(S:) Ti_. hours
_.._]HOLIR$ 8.0E4 7._)E]4 l._E5 3.,_ 6.OT._ l.rJE]6 2.0E6 I.OF__O 3.0F£0 _._0 2.4E1
-_-ro. _--V. 18.07 22.4"7 6. 149 89._ L:_.r'JO 22.74- 84.64 40._ _2._5 6_5.74 _52.60
DOSCIHOURS 7.2CI 2.4E'2 7.2f_'2



















DE'7iCE TYPE: OP-_X7 _
MFG : _S 4. DE-_] CE-_




3. 4. ft. 6. _- ._.S 2.
DOSE, +'ads(S; ) Co 60 Gammos
\
\
3. 4. 5.6. 6.1




a.s a. I0 2. 4.6-iOsa. 4.6-L0_. _.6.
EOR
TIME, nou'_
(4) cGA]N elk LOAD::IOHA, _IOV) IN O_ V8 DO£E
TI_IBLE OF" _ _-TC_D I__T;IC_TI_
]u= iO.O mR Obj, rods(S;) TIME, hou]_
DO_IHOURS 3.0E¢ 7.5E4 1.5E5 3.0E5 6.0E5 I.QE6 2.(_E6 I.QEO 3.0EO 6.0EO 2.4EI
$7"9. DE_-V.O .gO00 .79145 ._476 5.rJ2¢ 5.7=--4 4.260 _. 725 4.4540 4.933 3.64-5 5.169
C_TD. DLV. 3. 900 3. _0 2.9"76
;N;TI.qL _ V£4L'UE +6_I]N[D_) = +1._6XI(7 _
5-185
128.0q
DEV]GE TYPE: 0P--2'7 0P
PI:'G _ r_o_ 4 DE'V ] CE_
REF: ,IPL LOG 1349

























PRE- _. 4. s.6. a. _.5 e. 3. 4.._. 6. _.1[ _.5 _. _.6./0 _,,.
RRD FLOP
DOSE, +ads(S_ ) Co 60 Gammas TIHE, nnu_,._
(5) -GRIN (1K LOHD=IOMH, --IOV) IN De VS DOSE
_. 4.6.
T_LE L_- NOPJ_t_L _Tf_t4DP4P/3 DE.'VIC4T; I._
1_ I0.0 mR D0-m'J_E. _'odm($_) T]ME:. hours
[X:IS£:]HI:7ORS 3.0E'4 7.5E:4 I._.:5 3.0E:5 6.t'JC-5 1.0£-'6 2.r_'_'JE:6 1.0£:0 3.rJ£:0 6.r__.Z0 2.4EI
S'TD. DEV.O .41_9 .914Z .O000 2.5_-5 2.-5_-_ 1.704 1.441 1.119 .9329 1.1i9 1.119
DOS[ l HOURS
._FD. DEV.
]N]T_RL _ VRLLE -C-;-;-;-;-;-;-;-;-;_IN[DIS)
7.L;'EI _.4t-_ 7._c'_
1.500 1.500 1.249






















DEVICE TYPE: dP-'2"l OP
MFG: _ _ DEV]CE_














.3. 4. s.+. +. _.m +. +. 4. s.+. 6.
.00._E, +'ads (S.:) Co +° Gammam
CI) V08 ]N N'V _;.S DO..qE




TFIELE Of-" NORHI_L b'TANOI:_D DF..'V1ATI ON_
DOSE, fads[ S.') TIME, hours
DO_E/H.OUR.S .5.0E4- "7._4 1. "Yrf_ .3.0..'_ 6.0E-.% 1. _6 ?. OE6 1. OEO ;5..OE0 _. 0EO 2.4-E !
ErD..OE.-V. .01_0 . 04_4 . _6-_'7 . z567 . 1665 . 2199 . 1162 . i08_ . 09150 . 069_, .
OC_ff IHOUF_,S 7. _ 1 _. 4E2 7. EE_





























DEVICE TYPE: 0P-2'7 0P
_NI-'G: _ 5 DEVi CES












_. 4. _. _,. ,B. .1.5 @. 3. 4. 5. 6. _B.IO 6 1.5 2L
EOR





[2) ]OS ]N HA VS D0_E
_.6.i0:2. _.6.10"_2. 4._.
TIME, ,_ou_'s
TI_LE OF" NORMC#u S--FANE_IPD DE'V]_ ]CIN-_
DOSE, rad_[ S;) TI,_E, hours
_]HOL)RS _.QE4 7.5E4 I.SE_ _.QE_ 6.0E5 1.9E6 2.CE6 l.OEO ,3.0EO 6.9E0 2.4Ei
5-'-I'D._-V. 62.67 195.5 296.4 2D7.9 147._ L;>26.9 221.6 226.0 iP_4. i 266.4- ,_I,_.5
DL_E]]dOU_ 7.2Ei 2.4[_ 7._'_-_































._. 4. s.6. e._O s _.s e.














4. 5. 6. 6.1D 6 _1.5 2.._C)°2. 4.6-_0_2- 4-6-_0 2_- 4.6.
EOR
TIME, houl, s
(3> 1_ IN NA VS DOSE
TFI_LE 0(-" _ .';T_J_ DE.'V]_IT]ON._
DO-SE_. rods[ S:) T].H_. hours
DOSE]HOLARS _.CY64 7.'5£4 1.5£[_._.0_ 6.9E_ 1.9C6 2.0E6 1.0£_0 3.OEQ 6.C)C0 2.4EI
S'TD. DE.A/. 52.9-_ 166.9 5_1.6 491.6 49_.a 4.5_.0 491.6 414.9 _60.5 _Ii.5 227.6
DOS[/fIOURS 7. Z_£1 Z. 4f_'_7. L_r_'_






















DEVICE T'Y'PE: 0P-2q 0P fth%o
PEG" P_Y 5 DEVICES














PRE- _. 4. 5. _. _. 3.{ :1.5 2_ .iL 4. 5.6. 6.1D _.s a. _.6.102 2.
RP, D EOR
DOSE, rads(Si ) Co 6° Gzm_as TIME, hour's




TFII_LE OF" NOPJ'tgL £'-rP.NI:Y4_,D DE--VIEFION£;
IL = 110.0 mFl D_. rada( S_] TIE, hou_-_
D_.]}'I_ 3.rJE4 7."_.,_4 1.5E5:3.r'JE,.% 6.r'JF.._,._I.(7r..._62.OE6 1.OEO :3.OEO WS.0EO 2.4E1
S-FD. DE'V.O 1.1:31 1.2154 1.60:3 ,:3._ 2.737 2.771 2.9_ 2.909 2.619 .6159 1.60,3
DOSE ] HOLIR_
.EFD. _.



























DE'V]OE TYPE: 0P-2q (_
MFG" P_qY 5 DEV] CES
: ..TPL LOe :1::1_5






PRE- _. 4. s.6. a. :.s ,_. _. 4. s. 6. _. _.s 2. _. 4._.10 _2.
RAD EOR
DOSE, rods(S_) Co 6° Ga_os TIME, hours
E
(5) GA]_ {IK LOPdD=IOMA, 10V) IN D# V8 D08E
/
TABLE OF" NOPJMFIL STAhlI:)I:_o-_DEV _AT _
l:..= ]O.O _f3 DOSE, fads(S]) 7]ME, i,o_vs
DOSEIHOL}RS _.OE4 7.'_4 1.5E5 .._.Of..15 6.0E5 1.OE6 2.0E6 1.OEO _.OEO 6.,OEO 2.4E1
ETD. DEV.O 1._74 1.216 .51_5 .6._.5._ .77E7 .7727 .9690 1.17_ 1.065 I._95 .772"7
D OSf.ZlH_TJR5
S'TO. ___-V.
INITIAL _ VELLIE -Cfffffff7_q]NID_)
7.EEl E.4f_"2 7.__'2
.6,.3_4 1,61,5 1.300














DEW-ICE ]'YP£: 0P_q:13._L £__-I-]NPLTI 0P-Rt'IP
._6 : DUB -5 DEW] CE.S TES3" D_3"E :1D-1"7-8_
P.£f': JPL 1.06 _:L98 DQ-[£ CODE 8449
jA
4. s. e. e. 10 _ __s 2. .s. _.
DL_SE, rods(Si) 2.5 MeV eiec_ro1_s
/
_. 30 .7
_'1) _/O-..R IN H"/: VS OOSE
D ¢.%e-_. rodsiSt)
0.0El0 i.'5£Z5 _.c_)t__-._6.Q{[5 1.9[/6 -5.C)_6 i.0E.vl
S'TD. _O£.W. . 05.30 . 974.5 . 2_561 , 45,35 . 6,549 i . 6"79 ,._. 060
























DL-7/]C;E SYPE: LlP_I_i J-'E-;--5.4PLr70P-F_P
4J--Ci : EL1J3 5 D+_-V5C;E8 -_E_-; D.U-TE 10-<i"1--_5






4. _. _. 4. 19 _ z.s "_. a. 4.
DOSE, _,cd._S:) 2.5 H-e'¢ eiec't_'on._
_'2D 50-_ ].4 PFI: _/S DOSE
L
4. :L9"1
TF'_LE: OF" .N1OPJ'wDL.._-7.qNDF_.D DL-V:qT:ON_
DO_;E. _ _ds[._: )
O.OI:O i._r_:._ .:7.OE._ 6.r3f_._ I.OE6 .3.9126 1.0C7
-57-D. DE?¢. _16._ .24_9__6 .6(.X52 .')6_0 .i67_ .9._0 _.$771



















_'V] [;E -IYPE ". OC'_I].]. YE]'--I._PLT'I OP-_._ o













,, I I P I





DOSE, _'cds(S._) 2.5 HeV eJec-:_'n_._





gl,JRVE DO-e/C. _"ad-_ [S: )
DC_S_ 0.0E0 1..'SE_ 8.0_-'_ 6.0E_ 1.0E6 _.0E6 1.0E"?
-S"TD. _Of_'V. .4._:_ "_..0i4 8.9e,._ 6.a-49 i0.07 _1.i4 ._.'_.64


















PRE- ._.s 2. ...4 4.
DLW:ICE "_J_: IlP_:I._.:I f£-f-:IJ_t'-f 0P-P,J_
.11]--6: :BU_ 5 DLw] C(:8 7ES7 D.flTE 1D---09--.85













_. _. _. !D _ :.s 2. _.
(,1) V0S IN MY: V£ D0._E
_. .'5. 6. _. 10 .'7
-;_LE I:_'- N_P_',_IL £'-I"_'I3P'-IP£)_qt:..'Vl.qT]G'Nt_
O.OEO 1._.5 _.OE-'5 6.OE-_ 1.0E6 _.OE6 1.0£7
-gTD. DE'V. . O-'_O . i4_96 .i.6_24 . "_60 . 7006 .6:.502 . 7916



















-- _ . . :
PP.E- _.s =. _. 4.
R_D
.DEV'iCE TYPE: 0P=ql't3. "YE'f-iNPb"f 0P--PdtP
._1-'6: B'dB 3 DE'V]CES -J'£S']" .D_']'E 10--09-85








7. 6. 6. :t.5 2. S.
DOSE, rodsfS_ ) Co 6° Gommqs
{2) ]0_ ]N Pfl: 'q£ DO£E
4. 5. 6.
TFIBLE _- NOPJ_qL _q'FtN[3RPJ3 _OEV; ,qTiGN._;
G'JRVE DOSE. rcds[-cJ_ )
DOSE O.OEO 1.5E5 3.gE5 6.OE5 1.9E6 _.OE6 1.0£.'7
-S']'D.DEV. _4_i ._..569 .'5916 .'5164 .166.5 1.0.51 i.172



























.I_.._'ICE "]'_t_E: IIP_I:I__ F&-I-2NPU7 0D--_IP
_-G : _U_ _ DEW] gES









i .I _/.j /
/
1
DOSE, _,ud-_(S:) Co _° Oonm, c._
_) i9 iN PQ: V8 DO-_E
"Tr_L_ Of" NOPM_qL -_T.r_.D _'VI_T;O_
£,l,.lqVE I
DO._E Jr O.gEO I.">E.5 $.gE5 6.C)_5 I.QE6 _.9E6 1.0£:7
_627 2. i_:_ 5.4¢i i_.._5 12L69 66.61 74.6i
























Motorola, Inc., Semiconductor Products Division
Micro Power Systems, Inc.
National Semiconductor Corporation
PPCProducts, Inc.
Ratheon Co., Semiconductor Division
RCACorporation, Solid State Division
SGSSemiconductors















































Supply Current with Input High, Output Open
Supply Current with Input Low, Output Open
Supply Current with Input Low, Outputs at VCC and Tri-Stated
Drain Source Current, N-channel







Tri-State Output Leakage Current, Outputs High
Tri-State Output Leakage Current, Outputs Low
Quiescent Current High
Quiescent Current Low
Ref. Input Bias Current





Propagation Delay Time fiigh- to Low-Level Output






Threshold Voltage n-channel Transistor
Threshold Voltage p-channel Transistor
B-2
